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A METHODm CALCULATING THE NATURAL ,FREQUENCIES 
Q!: CONTINUOUS BEAMS f FRA'MESi)ANDGERTAIN 
TYPES QK PLATES 
I & INTRODUCTION 
1£ ppject and Scope of!nvestigation~ 
The purpose of' this report is to present a method for calcula.ting 
the undamped na.tural. frequencies o£ flexural~b~tion of elastic structures Q 
ffhe method is applicable to continuous beams on rigid or flexible supports" 
to rigid join-I;ed plane frameworks, and to certain typ~s of continuous plat~s" 
The b~s may have My number of spans of arbi trarylength and any condition 
of restraint at the far ends o In genera1 9 the frames are assumed to be fi~""',. 
ed agains~ ~atera1 4isplacement, but consideration is also ~ven to symmetri-
cal, single .... bay, mu1.ti-story frames free to undergo sideswayp ~he pla~es, are 
assumed,to be simply supported along two opposite edges and, in one direc~iong 
contintlOUS over a serles of rigid supports transverse to the simply suppo:rte4 
edges" The mass of the members composing the structure is assumed to be uni .... 
fOr.mi.y distributed along each IDe-.mbero A system which has distributed 'mass 
-md elas"ticity has an infinite number of natural freqnencies o With the method 
resented herein. one is capable of determining all natural frequencies as well 
.8 the corresponding natural modes of vibration of a systemo The assumptions 
de in the analysis are those of the ordinary theory of flexure of beams and 
f medium=thick plate,So 
Knowledge of the natural fr~uencies of structures is important for 
he analysis and design of structu:res subj ected to time.=dependent forces Q 
2 
This knowledge is particularly significant in the case of stationary periodic 
forces such as those resulting from rotatlrI1g machinery", If the operating fre-
quency of the machinery is sufficiently close to one of the natural frequencies 
of the structure supporting it, violent vibrations will ensue which, in the 
absence of dissipative forces, may attain extremelr large amplitudes. In 
order to avoid, by proper design, the destructive condition of resonance, it 
is necessary to have a workable method for pre~ieting the natural frequencies 
of structm."'ss" It has been the object of this iIJ.vestigation to attempt to 
meet this n.eed .. 
The problem of calculating natural frequencies of dynamic systems 
has been the subj ect of discussion for.s leng period of time ". The natural 
frequ611cies of Single span members having different botmdary C ondi tiona have 
been investigated rather exhaustively; yet, .comparatively little has been 
done for multiple member systemsEt' Except for structures consisting of only 
a few members, the I!classical method of determining natural frequencies be-
comes so cumbersome that it tends to 'be entirely useless.for practical pur-
poseso Several considerably more efficient methods have been developed; but 
these ~eem to be applicable to limited types of structures. 
. * Among the available methods" MudrakYs method (1),:' (2), (3) which 
utilizes the effective stiffness criterion for determining natural frequencies, 
is 'b-eJ far' the most efficient·o This method has been applied only to continn-
Cu.s beams on rigid supports and apparently is not capable of extension to 
continuous frames involving closed panels. The natural frequencies of con-
tinuous beams on intermediate flexible supports may be best determined ~ the 
method.developed by Lee and Saibel (4), {5}~ This method utilizes principles 
* Numbers in parentheses; unless otherwise identified, refer to the Bibli-
ograp~ at -the end of this report. 
:3 
that are not well known to engineers; furthermore, it presupposes that the 
natural modes of vibration of the beam without the intermediate supports are 
lmown., This assUJ,ilption restricts seriously the range of applicability of this 
procedure~ The determination of the natural frequencies of continuous frames, 
involving closed panels, has apparently been attempted only by use of the 
classical method (6)9 which, as already stated, is too laborious for practical 
applications cr 
Th.e meth0d described herein. is a generalization of Holzer J s t.l(ethod 
('7) for, calculating the natural frequencies of torsional vibration ot shafts'o 
It utilizes well known engineering principles and, like Holzer-ta method, it 
is reduced to a routine scheme of computation 1iJ'hich, when repeated a suf!'" 
ficient number of times, vrlll give the natural frequencies of the sy~tem to 
arw desired degree of accuraeyct Holzer's method has been applied to the de .... 
termination of the natural frequencies of flexural vibration of beams, first, 
by Myklestad (8) and later by Prohl (9), Rankin (10), and Bellin {ll)o In 
these studies, distributed masses were assumed to be lumped ~t a number of 
stations along the length of the beam while the portion of the beam between 
these stations was assumed to be masslesso In the ,meth:cd to be preeentedSl 
the mass is 'assumed to be uniformly distributed along leach member of the 
stJ:"uetureo Abrupt changes in the magnitude of the distributed mass or of 
the flexural rigidity vdthina member'may be treated b,y assuming that the 
member is supported qy a flexible support of zero stiffness at the point of 
the discontinuitYD 
The principles underlying the method are presented in Chapter II 
of this report. Thi~ chapter also includes definitions of the several p~si­
cal quantities which are necessary in the analysiso These quantities are the 
dynamic stiffnesses and the dynamic carry-over factors which are analogous to 
4 
those introduced ?y Hardy Cr~ss ill conneetion wi tlh the method of moment distri~ 
butioll (12) ~ Extensive ~s,blee of numerical values of -these quantities are pre-
sented in Append:i.x A, while the de~ivation of the &,overning equations is given. 
in Appendix B. With these tabuleted values5! the ,calculations required in the 
applieati011 of. the methGd to partieular problems are sim.plified immensely. 
The application of· the method to continuous beams on rigid supports 
is discussed in Chapter III.. In, addition, several alteI'ns"te methods of 'analysis 
are conside.red and the range of applicability and the relative merits of eaoh 
Chapter IV presents the extension of the method to frames without 
sideswaYft ]'or continuous beams, a single procedure is eapa~le orde~e:t"mi.ning 
all possible ~atural frequenciee~ For frames, however, this procedure may 
fail to detect those natural frequencies for which only a portion of the 
structure vibrates while the rest remains stationsr,y. A technique for over-
coming this d1ff'ieulty has been developed.and is'presented, also in Chapter IV. 
In the study of frames, the effeet of permanent axial forces is neglected. 
The conclud.ing section of Chapte;r Iv is devoted to a discnssion of the m~nner 
" 
in l'Thich this effect may be taken. into account. Also;", ,it is pointed out that 
problems of framework instability are special eases of the rnere general problem 
of the Vibration of axially compressed members. 
In Chapter V,the method is extended to beams continuous over sup-
ports that are flexible instead of rigid. The resistance to deformation of 
the supports is represented by an equivalent set of mutually independent de-
flectional and rotational springs$ It is shown that the method may be modi-
fied readily to include the influence of concentrated rigid masses, of con-
centrated sprung masses, and of an elastici~ubgrade of the Winkler type$ 
5 
Ghapter.V~ shows the application of the method to smr~etrical, one-
bay, multi-stor.r building frames which are free to lUldergo sideswayo 
Chapter.VII is concern.ed 'With theextellsion of the method to con .... 
tinuous plates having two opposite edges simply supportedo The pertinent 
expressions.for dymanic stiffness and dynamic carry-over factor for plates 
are presented in Appendix Bo It is slse shown that nttmerical values of these 
quantitie~ may be obtained from available tables of stiffness and carry-over 
factor for compressed plateso 
Table II in Appendix A gives influence coefficients for calculating 
the natv..ral frequencies of vibration of systems composed of berso It is 
pointed out that :r.rtlller ..... Breslau.! s principle of influence lines is applicable 
in the case of steady .... state forced vibrations, so ~hat these coeffic.ients may 
be interpreted also as coefficients for dynamic fixed-end mo~~nts produced b.Y 
a concentrated harmonic f'oreeo 
Appendix C incl'l1d~s a brief account of the manner in wJ:4:9h tp~ in-
formation, presented ill this report may be used in the analysis of 'thf.:l, 'steady""" 
state forced vibration of frameso 
Fer convenience of reference9 a detailed outline ~.f' the' steps. in-
volved in the application of the method to each class of problems is in-
cluded in each chapterG In addition, several nu.rnerical examples .are given 
to illustrate the application of the method and to indicate convenient schemes 
for arranging the computatio~s# Throughout this report9 special effort has 
been made to present each chapter. as independently of the others as possible 
and to diseuss the numerical 'exaluples adequately 0 
~ Sign QRrl"t~ntion ana. Notation~. 
The following sign convention is used throughout this report with 
the exception of Appendix B •. Clockwise rotations are positive. Internal 
, i 
6 
bending moments acting at the ends of a member (not a joint) and external 
moments, except for the restraining moments provided by rotational springs, 
are positive clockwise. The restraining moment of a rotational spring is 
posi ti va when it aets in a counter-clockw-ise direction. Deflections are 
positive downwarde Shears a~ting at the ends of a member (net a'j'oint) and 
external forces, except for the forces produced b,y deflectionsl springs, are 
positive deW11wardo The restraining foree of a deflectionsl spring is posi-
tive upwardb 
The letter SjJnbols used Bre defined where they first appear in the 
text or by illustration, an.d they are assembled in this section for con~:, 
venience of reference. 
General: 
w = circular frequency of vibration 
lIJN = natural circular frequency of vibration 
f = frequency of vibration, in cycles per second 
t = time 
E = modulus of elasticity 
For structures composed of b aI'S; 
x = horizontal coordinate 
I = moment of inertia of the cross section of a bar 'sbout its 
centroidsl axis 
L = span length of a bar 
m = mass per unit of length of a bar 
m = magnitude of a concentrated rigid mass 
magnitude 
J.mwz £1 L 
.A value 
of an equivalent concentrated r~g~d mass 
= a dimensionless parameter for a bar 
corresponding to a natural frequene,y 
= deflection amplitude at a point of a ~ar defined qy the 
coordinate x 
:::: rotat~on amplitude at support or joint 1 
deflection amplitude at support j 
7 
::: amplitude of internal bending moment at support j of a continuous 
beam 
Mo" j 
::: amplitude of internal bending moment at end j of a bar ji in. a 
eontinuous frame 
= ext ern.al" .. moment at support or joint D 'o~ "·a ... ,,;col1tinuGus, be.am·;~o~:·; 
frame: ... ; 
. " 
Vj = amplitude of shear at support j of a continuous beam 
.... 
Fj :::: external force at support j 
u, v:::: variable parameters 
t ('I .... f ..... ' 9 ,0 ,M ,r :::: values of @g 8 , M and . , F due to t:1. ::: 1.GO and v = G 
.... 8 values af ~h 9 M, and F due to u :::: () and v :::: 1.00 tr ~t:, .... n -n e ,. u ,M gF :::: 
K, Q; T ~ dynaroie stiffnesses for a bar, defined in Section 5 . 
k; q, t - dynamic ear~-over factors for a barg defined in SeetiQn 5 
GK~fC:Q gOT = di~ensi0nless coefficients in expressions for I, .!it and 1.. 
Kn~I,~ = modified stiffnesses for a 'bar9 defined by Eqso (9), (10) and (11) 
- - --
.Kj . Q",-T .. 51 J J 
-I K .. 
J 
D 
= effective ~lexural stiffness for a bar9 defined in Section 13 ~ 
= stiffnesses K, ~9 ~ of all bars meeting at support C:r joint ~ 
-effective flexural stiffness of all bars meeting at support or 
joint 1 
stiffness of a deflectiorialelastic spring 
(D) =. stiffness of an equivalent deflectional .spring :eq .. 
. R atiffness of a rotational restraint 
C = dimensionless coefficient in Eqt> (14) for the .deflection of a bar 
P = axial forGe in a bar 




o(~f3~ t, ~ == 
8 
modulus of ,8 continuous elastic subgrade 
circular'rlbration frequency f'or a bar on a continuous elastic 
subg:rade 
deflection alIlJ?lit1-'l:d~ of ~ sprung mass 
dimensionless coefficientsdefin~d9 respectively, by' ,~sj'j (24),' 
















h()rizoritalreetangular coordinateSbThe Y-aY.is is taken parallel 
,to 'the 'pair of simply supported $dges 
::: span lengths -in the x and y directions, respectively, for a panel 
of a :plate 
..... density of plste material in a particular panel 
::: thickriess of plate ina particular panel 
.3 ' ' , 
,- h/12::: moment ,C!finertia, per' uni t width,' :for a particular 
panel of the plate 
= Poissonlfs ratio 
= :E,I/l- J}z ::: 'flexural rigidity~f a part~c~ar panel of a plate 
b2 fiJiil " , 
=1T2 jErr= a dimensionll3ss parameter for a panel of a plate .. 
:::: integer representing number of half sine waves ,in the ¢iistribui-
tion'o!defleQtlonsg,'slopes; mOlJl$nts" eteQ9 across a plate ' 
~~A' ' 
:: maximum 'rotation amplitude along support j 
_. maximum amplitude of bending moment at support j 
.. ' .--
= flexural 'stiffness and flexural carry .... over factor for a panel 
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II6 METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
~ Basis' of l'-1ethod of Analysis e. 
T.he me-Ghod used in' this report is based on the fact that the e;x:-
citing r.eouple or the exciting force which is necessary to maintain a'dynamical 
system in a steady .... state forced vibration with finite amplitudes becomes equal 
to zero at alJ~ one of· the natural frequE:inci~s of the systeDle. 
li,'igure 1 sh<:rws A members' of a plan'e frame'work rigidly connected at 
I . 
their common joint, go ,~h~ far' ends of the members may be considered el~H$ti-
.' ,', 
cally res·trained against both rotation and translationllJ 'rhe,se restraints are 
furnished by the portion of the stru.cture not shown on the figux·e .. 
Consider' that the frame u:ndergoes a steady-state forced. vibration 
under the action of a harmonically varying exci tj.ng couple applied at joint ,z. 
. ..,... 
Joint! is assumed to be different from joint 2,1:' The magnitude of the exciting 
. . 
moment is assumed to be such that the amplitude of either the slope or of the 
internal bending moment at a joint of the structure differen.t from joint !, 
say at joint 1, has a Prescribed fin! te value.o The vibration of the structure 
is harmonic and its frequency is equal to the frequency of the exciting couple; 
since the effect of damping is neglected, the amplitudes.ofvibration are 
,. 
constant and the response is either in phase with, or 180 degrees out,of 
phase wi th~ the exei ting couple.. . 
For a given system 9. the magnitude of the exciting moment necessary 
to maintairl the prescribed amplitude of vibration at jOint.+.depends on the 
frequency of vibration.. For the limiting ease of no vi-br.atioD9 the magni .... 
tude of the moment is obviously finite; its actual value maY9 if desired, be 
calculated by any of, the available methods of indeterminate stress analysis. 
As the frequency of vibration increases above zero, the structure is acted upon 
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by inertia forces of increasingly greater magnitudes. These forces, which 
are distributed along the length of the individual members, bring about dis-
tortions in addition to those produced qy the external moment acting static~ 
allyfl Therefore, the amplitude of the dynamic moment necessary to produce 
the prescribed distortion at joint 1 may be quite different from the magni-
tude of the corresponding static moment~ As the vibration frequency approaches 
anyone of. the natural frequencies of the str~cture considered, the inertia 
effects predominate, and at 8 l'lat'P.r~l frequency the vlbration is maintained 
wi thou'c any exciting moment acting permanently on the stl'"ucture I/< 
Briefly, the method presented herein consists of (a) choosing a fre-
quency of vibration, (b) determining the magnitude of the exciting moment 
l..ihich, when applied at joint .!' will produce a vibration configuration with a 
fixed amplitude of slope or bending moment at joint 1, (0) repeating these 
steps for a number of assumed frequencies, and (d) plotting the magnitude of 
the exciting moment as it function of the frequency of vibration. The fre-
quencies for which the exeiting moment vanishes represent natural frequen-
cies of the systeme 
In the application of this procedure, the following two conditions 
must be satisfied: (1) Xhe joint to which a finite amplitude of slope is 
assign~d should be one that is known to rotate for all the natural frequen-
cies that need to be determined~ If instead of fixing the amplitude of 
slope the amplitude of moment is fixed, it must be known that"this moment 
amplitude remains finite" (2) The exciting couple must be applied at a 
joint wtdch is known to rotate for all the natural frequencies that need to 
be dete1"Jninedo A couple applied at a joint which does not rotate acts 
through zero displacement and imparts no energy to the struct"LU'e; therefore, 
it does not lnfluence the natural frequencies or the vibration modes of the 
12 
system.IJ .. _ ~n such a case, the exciting moment may not vanish at a natural 
frequency .. 
If either of these conditions is not set:tsfied, the procedure 
will fail to reveal some of the nat:ural frequencies of the system<t> It 
will be ~~?~ ~~t~r ~hat, for certain structures, it is impossible 'po 
satisfy these requirements. III such caseS j In order to obtain· the natural 
... " ,.. ~ ~ . 
frequencies vThich ·the basic procedure fails to revealS! it becomes necessary 
to use a. supple~en~ary techniq~e as described in Chapter IV,tiI 
For an asstUlled frequen.cy of Vibration!) the magnitude of the ex-
citing moment may be determined, b.1 a nt~ber of different procedureso The 
conditions to be satisfied are simply those of equilibrium and continuity 
for each joint of the structurso To satisfy the condition of equilibritmlt 
the sum of the moments and of the forces at the .ends of the members meeting 
at a joint must be respectively equal to zeroo ~o satisfy the condition 
of continuity, the slopes of the members meeting at a joint must, be equal 
and also -the defle·ction of the members meeting at the j oint must have the 
s~rne.ma~nitudeo,' ~hese'conditions may be expressed in equation form in a 
~:un?e~ ~'f different ways and the equations may be solved by a number of p!'o-
cedures o In the method adopted, these conditions are expressed in the form 
of a gener·alized slope deflection equation9 a·nd the distortions of the 
structure at the supports are computed by the repeated application of this 
equation, working progressively from one end of the structure to the othero 
~ JUastic Constants .~o!" ~yibratiAABaro 
The various quantities necessary to express the resistance to de-
formation of a bar und~~going steady-state forced vibration are defined in 
tbis se¢tiob..~ 
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Let the near end be 
subj ~~~ed to a harmonically y~:y~~g_~e~~ing moment of a circular frequency 
uJ producing at that end a steady-state forced rotation 
e ( t) = e cos w t . 
The ampl~~u~e of the impressed moment may be related to the amplitude of 
the resulting rotation at end f by the equation 
(1) 
The quantity,! represents the moment required to produce a rotation of unit 
amplitude and i~_~~~iri.~d ~f3:rein: as the tldynamic flexural stiffness" of the 
.. .... -' ~- ..... .... 
end of tb;e- ,par' being, 'rotated & 
The moment induced at the fixed end S may be written as 
(2) 
The quantity 1£ is the ratio of the dynamic moment at the i'ar fixed end to 
the moment at the near end and is defined as the tfdynaIUic flexu.:ral carry-
over factor u (I 
In the analysis of continuous beams on rigid supports and of coIi.~ 
tinuous frames for which ,the joints do not translate, the flexural stiffn~ss 
and the product of the flexural stiffness and the flexural carry .... over factor 
are the only two quantities needed~ 
The foregoing definitions are generalizations of those originally 
introduced' 'by Hardy Cross (12) for the analysis of fram~s subjected to static 
loads, and they were first used bygaskell .(13), 'who extended and applied the 
method of moment distribution to the problem of determining the steady .... state 
forced vibration of continuous beams and frames subjected to pulsating loads. 
]for static conditions, the end reactions of the bar resulting from 
the rotation of eneend, maybe determined from the~nd moments by statics.· 
For dynamical conditions, this is not possible, since the bar is acted upon 
14 
,;". .... ,-_ .......... . 
by ine~~~a .,~o~~~~ ,< the distribution of "Thich along the length of the bar is 
~~-~-.-~-...... . 
genera11! unknowng The reactions must$) therefore9 be defined by additional 
.... -, .. '-' - -
constants. 
t 
The amplitude of the vertical reaction at the end loeing rotated. may 
be "rri tte,n as 
and the reaction at the fixed end may be w.ri tten as 
'J.lhe quantity :S represents the react5.ol1 at end ! produced by a 
rotation of unit amplitude at that end and is dafined as ;:the Udynaruic 
,(3) 
flexural shear' stiffn.ess" 1;1 The' quanti ty S represents the ratio of the re-
action indue'ed at the far fixed end to that produced at the near end and 
is called the ndynamic flexttre-shearcarry-over facto~fo13 
I 
Consider noW' that end! iS,subjected to a~arm6uidal1y varying 
force producing at that end a steady-state forced de.flectionwithout 
rotation, such that the magnitude of the deflection is 
8(t) = 0 cos wt . 
The amplitudes of the force \s,ud of the deflection at the left end may be 
related by the expres,sion" 
(5 ) 
The quantity!. denotes the force necessary to cause a deflection of unit 
amplitude and is defined as the, Hdynamic shear stiffness u for the end being 
deflectedo The reaction-at the far fixed ,end may:"be written as 
v: = - tT8 ;: - tv: :1 f· (6) 
The quantity! shows the ratio, of the reaction at the far end to that at ~he 
near :en~ and is, called the r~o.ynamic sh~a~ 'carry-over factorY,t(), The,- amplitu4e 
of the moment induced at the end being deflecte~ is 
:::"" 
(7) 
and the moment at 'the far fixed 611d is 
(8) 
The quan~ities.g . and ,9.. are the same as those used in Eqsc- (.3) and (4). That 
" '. . 
'these should be the same follows from a reciprocal theorem given by Lord 
Rayleigh (14)" 't;:hich is the dynamic equivalent of Maxwel1 1s Law of reciprocal 
relations~ 
Throughout thi,s presentation9 'the members composing the structure: 
are consider'ed to be uniformo The' stiffness and the carry-over f: actors for 
both er;tds of such niembers are eq'Q.al ~ 
The' notation used for the various stiffn~sses and car.x1i-over facto:rs 
is 'the same as that used by Newrnark (15) in his static analysiS of slabs eon-
tinuous over flexible supports. The notation issurnrnarized in Fig!) 21)' The 
derivation of the a.lgebraic expressions for the various stiffnesses and 
carry .... over factors is g~ven in Appendix Bo 
}for. 'certain conditions of symmetry:; antisymmetry, and for those 
cases for vrhich the degree of restraint at the far end ofa member is known:;· 
it is convenient to use effective stiffnElsses 0 ';rhe pe.;rtinent expressions for 
these stiffn.esses are thesam,eas those for the static case~ Expressions are 
given here only foreffectiv'efleA'Ursl stiffnesses" 
sideredand the symbols used to identify them are; 
~he p,srticular cases con-
n -
K, when the. far end of 
the bar is prevente~ from deflecting and is elastically restrained against 
. u . Q 
rotation;K, when the 'far .end is simply supported; ~fj when the bar is on_ 
rigid St~pport~ e,na, its defo.r.m.atio.n is symruetrica1 9 and ~~ when the bar is 




~ .,' xA = K(l+k) G (:,tI},. 
~. " 
The stiffness .K:"':".-:6f a give.n bar is al:30 t?qual to the stiffness Ie· of a similar 
i 
bar one half as long~ The expression I'o!' K is given irtarticle 12, vl~re. it. 
is used firste 
It is possible to d~ri ve also e:x::pre.ssions for effective shear st,iffa,,; 
n.esses~ Ho'wever, these are not,~,.in general, as simple and con.ven,ient to use 
as the effect.ive flexuralstiffnessesl1l 
All carry-over factors are dimen,sionless and depend ana s.ingl~ di-
mensionless par,ameter 
in which m :::: the mass· per ulli t of l~n.gth of the bar, 
W :::: the.circu1.ar ·frequency ~f vibration, as previously noted~ 
_~, ::: the modulus of elasticity of the material in the:f bar, 
(12) 
_'. - 0'' 
I ::: the moment o.f iner.~ti.a of the cross sectioJj. of the bar. a bout its. 
cen~~(}idal ~xiEl9 and 
L. ::: the span lerlgth'of the bar o' 
The various stitfnesses are determined fi"om the expressions·, 
. £1 Q = CGlpJ (~3): 
-i-lhere the fl!s are dimensionless coefficients de.pendi.ng on the paramete.r .A 'a) 
.~ graphical rep1:'esentation of "the variation with· A of the various 
carry-over factors, stiffne~~ co~fficients, and of their products, is given in 
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Figs" :3 throttgh ~~(i "l:~ is noted th~t the, curves in the,se ~igures range 00-
t'lleen milius infinity 8:p.d pl~in.fini,ty~: 'J:h~ 'A yslues corresponding to the 
zero ordinate's and to the ~isc~ntinui tie,S of the ,cU!"V~:f!' rE1J?resent natural 
frequencies, ofbar$ having stan~t.i~d bounds,ry c ondi tions 0 For example, con-
sider the ctlXVe'si!1 ~:ig~~, ,3 and 5 for the' flexural stiffness and the flexural 
carry-oV'er~aetor.' '[alues qf A equal to }!J927, 7~oG69 and lO~210 correspond, 
. . . . . 
respectively,tothe first" the sec6nd,and the t1?ird n~:.rtural frequeriCles. of 
a hi:aged-fixep. bare. Atthefle, ~reqtlenei'efl" no exciting moment, is required to' 
maintain 'thevf~tati9n; co~s~qUE3.Iltly, the ,v~lue Of dj'-na.rr.dc sti:ffness is equal 
to zero~'Furthermore", since the., mome~t ,·at the fixed end of the bar has a 
filu"be magn.i tude', th~c~,rry,;..over factor for the, member' becomes infinite at 
these frequencie,fflf Value:s of. A equ.alto 4~730 and 7085:3. qQrr~spond,' re~ 
specti vely j to the first and the $e'cond natural frequencies of' ,8 bar fixed 
at both ends /), At ~hesefrequenci'es, the end moments have a ;finite value 
while the T:0t~'ti6ns of the ends are zero; accordingly, the s.ti~~~e:s,s6f the. 
member. h~s. an infinite', value 0 JfGir the c,ase of no vib.ration, /\: e~the 
various quantities in~igo 3 thro1lgh'12 assume the well known static values 
of 
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N,umerical values of the carry .... over factors~ of the cqefficients of 
the Various stiffnesses; and of their products $1"e given in ,!?ab1e.:r of,h.p-
pendix A~.JU,.lv~l.llE:}S ,are;r,epor;ted t~ sl?yensignificaut figures for therang~ 
.:" .: ." •. ;~:. . '!. . . • . ." ~ ..... . 
of A from zero to lO 020 : 'at, increments of 0.; 01~ In. some cases, theacctl.i':acy 
,1"' •• 
th significant figure reported 'is uncertain~ ~hese val~~s were 
use of the:Electronic Digital Computer of the University of 
consider the beam shown in .Figc Za with the,. left end subjected to 
a st~'~~1-stateforced rotation@o The deflection amplitude of the beam at 
a dl~;~~.~de x from the left end may be 1iJ'rit'cen as 
(14) 
where C is adimensionleiss coefficient.d ependent on the value of:jr.. and the 
-
parameter A .il' ;t:r~, represents the roi;,ation at the right end instead of at 
the left end of the 00$111:1' the' ~eflection aruplittlde ~t a distance x from' the 
righ-c end trlll be equal to the right hand sid~ of ¥'4.. (14) row. tiplie,d 0/ 
- . 
minus one6' ~he mi,nns sign isa consequence of the sign" conv-ention adoptedl.l·. 
N:ume'r1cal values o.f Q a1",6 given in T.able II. of Appendix A' fer' 5110-
.' , . ". ., . / 
cessi va' tw.elvo"th points of the beam for V alu~s of A ranging betwe,enzero and, 
100200 ~l1ese 'Values were computed from .Eq0 (~~) in ApJ?9ndix I?, by use of 
the Electronic ,Digital qomputer of the urii versi ty of, .I.llinois,,· The values 
are reported to f'iv~signifieant fi~ures9 but to no more than six dec~mal 
places 0 
Tp.e values in T~ble I~ may 818'0 be interpreted as eoefficie,nts 'of 
dynamic fiXed~end moment ~or a beam subjected to a pu.lsating concentrate~ 
force 0 This follows.f rom MUJ.ler-B,rElslau 8 s : principle 9 which it can be shown 
to hold true for dynooc81sY$temis undergoing steady.,;.;stateforced vibrationo' 
This principls9' as applied to the dynamical ease~ is presented in~ppendix :Bf) 
"0 
II:r~' APPLICATION OF ~HGP TO CONTINUOUS 
Q.! ~B.er~~ 
The beams ·eonsidered ·are assumed -to be straight an.d may have any 
number of spans ~f arbitrary length. At their extreme ends they may~ be 
" " ~. . 
r..inged , fixed, or only partially fixed by meall~ of' r~tatio:n.al restraint~ 
o 0 
which are assu.msod ·tobe :propOrtional to the end rotatiOns fi ~l1eC~osssee,tion 
t:md t,he mass vel' unit ()f ·lep.gth ofo the beam may vary 0 f:rom on.e spall to· the 
other, but in any one 0 S~!:l11 these quantities are~o:nosidered CODostant., It~s 
assumed tha'~ ,,--ibrationis restrictoad to one of the principEll planes of flexure 
of the beam!!" and that 0 -the cross sect,ional 0 dimensions or each span are a:matl 
in C0mp~rison to:it,s length .80 that the e;ffeOcts °of: shear:tng defor'nlation and 
1"'0 ta tory inertia are neg1.igl?le a' 
'I:he osuppor~s of t4s beam er,e numberrdsucc:essiveJy froDl le1;t t,o. 
right start:tn~r with l,at the ~xtreme ·,l¢fii eD,d~114 :t~~li~t~:-ng ~1th ·~o at the 
extreme rIght eOnde' 
T,lie pc>I'. t~on of the beam between two consecutive suppo~t~j and; j:t1 
'.1I=l1::0 ~
is referred to as~heJ...-th sp~no Th~ quaritit:te~ ~j9.O~j,o,tjS1 Aj'o ;jtoafidO'~j 
refer to the i-th'; s~~'o" 
g j denote~s the ampli tud~ ofrotatiol1 of the d~.flected beam over the 
i-thsupport andM .. d.enoteos the aD1p1itude~f bending 0 momentacr6ss ·a section 
oo:J '0 .:.: • .' •.•• : • : • • ·0 
at the same supporto 'TheSu.bscripts It 811dlf designate
O
," respectiv'ely, sections ,,> 
... . . ~. . . , 
just to the lelf't BOnd just te the rIght of the SUppo:rtle M. 0 odenotes theanipli-
J 
tude of the °external couple at· support loi 
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2.! J2,eve1opment , o~ ~he B.as:t.~ ~uat~ons'. 
Figure 13 sho'tvs the extreme deflected position of spans .j .... l and ~J. _ of 
a continuouS beam undergoing a steady .... state f areed vibration.' The vibrat:ton 
is assu.:med to be maintained by an. .exciting couple applied at the extreme right 
end of the beam. There is no other exciting force or moment acting on'the 
Tn ]fig & 13;' the rotations and bending moments at the ends of each 
span are indicated. in theirpositl'Ve directions. ,The slope and the b~nding 
moment at at:.t:me -t fors'tlpportj are 
~ fIa;1IIt 
, B,;' (t) = eJ cos wt ) and M,(t) = n· cos wt . ~ ~I (15) 
III the equations to be t!.sed the cos wt appea.~s as a common i'acrto!'; for eon ... · 
venience, this will be omitted, and in the remainder of this discussion the 
terms rtamplitude of slopeJ~ and ,fls10pefY, an.d the terms rfronplitude of m6me:nt~t and 
"moment l1 will be used interchangeably-a 
To insure continuity and equilibriUm of the beam ever the interior 
support,J.,' it is required· that 
(fJ.J·)L ,;; (BJ) R = Bj J (16) 
The moments (Mj)L and (~J)~ can now be expressed as ,functionS oithe 
end rotations of the two ,spans as followsg Consider s pan i. First, assume 
that the right end of the span is held fixed wr.J.le the left end is rotated, 
through an' ang. ·le9.; then, the moment at the end being rotated is equal to J ' 
the product of the, 'rotation Qj and the flexural stiffness of the member K. b' .. J 
Next, imagine that the l,eft end of, the span is kept fixe~ while the right end 
is rotated thrOUgh t1j+l; the moment induced at the fixed left end is equal to 
the product of the rotation'9j +1 and the product of the flexural stiffness 
'21 
end flexural CBl .. ry-over factor of the member (kK)j& ,S,irice tria principle qf 
. tion holds true, the moment (M·)R corresponding to' the rotations @. superpos~ J ' " J 
th sum of these partial moments ~ . "i~d 9. 1 is e 
'..... J+ ' 
(18s) 
d · span 5-1, on.,a o,btains' in a similar manner: :~o:nsi erlng .v 
(lSb) 
Substituting Eqso (18a) Slld (~~b) i:n1pqo' {171 and solving for ej +1 , one obtains 
the follo1lring equati0nrelating the slopes oVsr three consecutive supports' of 
B continuous beam: 
(KJ -1 T Kj) ~j + ('k K V-I 6j-1 
("RK)j . ,(19a) 
This equation is a generalized slope. deflection equation with th~ deflection 
term missing~ It will be referred to as the ~',th:ree slope eqtlatio:n~t,_b' !.4. (19a,) 
is applicable orily to interior supports'; the appropriate relations for the 'end 
supports are given in the 'f oilowing paragraphs e 
It is assumed 'that the extreme ends of the beam are elastically·re ..... 




uhe .... e R.. 
•• J. , -.1. and ~ are the knovin stiffnesses of the rotational restraints at 
+}l 1 ft 
v. e e and the right, ends, respeotivelyc For a hinged end~ R :::: ®, and for 
The negative signs in these expressions fellow 
f'-r'om J..h 
-.. 1.1 e sign convention used and indicate that for a positive restraint,· 
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the mome;rtexerted on the beam by the restraint acts in a direction opposite 
- . -
.' . 
to the direction of rotation of the beam.,· 
~he moments J.\~ and .M
z 
can als0 be 'expre ssed by the following equa-
tions9 obtained respectively 'from ~Stl (18a) and (l€rq) 0 
• (18s ) 
l' (lSb· ) 




At a nat"ural frequ611ey 9' both of these equatiol1S must be satisfied iden:ticallY«t 
~quations (21a) and (22a) apply only to hinged and to partially 
fixed ends fJ For fi~ed ends s the" eq,uations are fIX9cialized as fQllow~u For 
Bl = OS) the. relation between the :o;lome~at at the fL"'{ed end and the rotation of 
v . 
the beam over ths$cond support is obtained frem Eqo (18a ) as 
. (21b) . 
If the right e:nd is fixec;1, 
(22b) 
and the ori t(2lrion for a Il.stural .. fl"equency is that F4e(22b)be satisfied. 
The""'magni tude of the moment at the fixed end is of no interest but~· 'should 
• it be desired; it may be calculated ·from ~o JlSb"), keeping in mind that Q~=Oo . 
. ThG:ppocedt¢e ·'fo~·.·arrivitig ·at,· the natural frequencies' of a continuous 
b~&:rf! may be outlined as follows& 
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'1. A fiXed value is assign~d to theamplitud~ of slo:peor beb.ding· 
moment at the first support of the beam. §ince the:natural fre~ 
quel1cie's ofa:p'Yst€nn depend only on the releti ve values of the de-
flection., any arbitrary amplitude consistent with the actual bound-
ary conditions may be ehoseno !or a hinged or·for a partially fix-
ed . end" @1 is taken, for convenience; equal to unity; foraelamped 
end 9 91 is equal to zero" and '1\ or "1'11 times the f/~I of some re';'" 
ference span is taken equal to unity' instead. 
2e,A. . trial frequency o'f Vibration, LO'" is chGsen and the, A values for 
all spans areevaiuateo.:~· These calculations ate carried out con-
venien'tly in a tabular form,· as iJ~lustra~ed in E.xample 2-. 
3 fi Wi tIl the A values ~rvailable9' the flexural stiffness and the product 
of the fl eXtir a 1 stiffness .and .flexural carry.",;overfac·tor for each 
'spanof the beam are found from Table I in Appendix A~, 
• I. .~. , 
lJ.'~· The rotation of the beam over the second support is ddtermined fr'om 
Eq~: (21a) or (21b!. 
5'D By successive applications. of~/ (19) 9 the rota"tiona @3 to G,Z are 
.evaluated .• :· ~ convenient .tabular scheme for ~rranging the computations 
is described in~ample 2'.' 
6a. if stipport z is fixed 9' the determination of therotatioll Q completes 
. - z 
oneey-cle 'of the procedure (see ~ •• 22b~ o' However,. if this support 
1'8 hinged or i's only 'p~rtial1y fixed, it is necessary to carry out 
the ad&i:tional' st~'p of 'evaluating the left ·hand side of ~ e (228). 
7,,' steps Ithrougb. 6 arere'peat;ed for different assumed frequencies., and 
the :values calculated for the left hand side of Eqo' (22a) or (22b) 
are plott~d ase function of ··the. assumed frequEinciesg' or what is 
usually more convenient". as a . function of the correspondin.g A 
values for some- r~ference spano The zero intercepts of the!e-, 
suIting 'CUTV? which 1s,m general~ similar in shape to that, ~how.n 
in Figse 16 and IS; correspond to the natural .frequencies of the 
system. 
llJ. p(3te~tion, o~ Modes of Vibration 
Since the rotations of the beam over the suppo~s are, evaluated in 
each cycle of this proeedure$ the deflection ~onfiguration of t~ebeam for 
eny desired frequency can ordinarily be sketched from these rotations 0' .' ~h~ 
natural modes of' free vibration may be determined from the rotations corre-
sponding 'to the natural frequencies in the same' manner 0 
If it is desir(?dto compute these deflections acc~ately,,' it is 
necessary to USe the numerical coefficients given in Table II~: The de-
flection at any point within a span may be obtained by adding ,..<a) the de-
riection produced by the rotation of' the left end of the span" as~g 
that the right end is fixed and- (h) the deflection produced by the rotation 
of the right, end of the span,; a.ssuming that the left end is fixed o 
J2., III ustra ti va "Examples. 
Example 16, ~onsider a uniform beron continuous, over five rigid 
supports spaced eqUidistaritlytJ ,The b~ is simply supported at the left 
end and fixed at the right end.B as shown in, F,igo 146 It is desired to cal-
culate its first eight natural f~6<iuencies and the corresponding ~aturaJ. modes 
of vibration~ ,It is assumed that the, peam is cu.t at the extreme right end an.d 
then an exciting moment is applied there o ;At a natural frequency t ," the magni-
tude of this moment must be such that the con~i tion 95 =0 is satisfiedCi 
l'he amplitude of slope at the extreme 2eft end is taken equal to u:tiJ. tye Since 
all spans are identioal, rather than repeating the procedure outlined in See-
25 
tion 10 for each as'sumed frequency of vibration, it is more convenient to 
derive a general expression for 95 and determine directly from this expression 
the nat1.:tral frequencies of the beam. 
I~t ~ be the flexural stiffness and ! the fleX11ral carry-over factor 
for each span., These quantities depend, of course, on the parameter ). . ., 
From Eq~ (21a) one obtains 
1 
'R 
Applying Eq. (19) successively to joints 2, 3,. and 4., one obtains 
83 = - K [2 (- ~) T 'k ] -;- 'k K _ ~.~z 
84 = -K [2 Z;~2, T * (- k )] -;- kK= 3k2;34 , 
85 = -K [2 _3k~4- t * 2;;2)-0- kK '" -k4 - aS+8 . 
The expression for e5 was evaluated for several values of ). and the results 
'VIere used to plot the curve shown in Fig. 160 The values of 1£ corresponding 
to the· assumed .values of A were obtained from Table 10 The A values cor-
respOnding to the natural frequencies are 
lOrd; of Value of Order of Value of 
A AN AN AN IV 
1 3021 5 60,36 
2 3G'65 6 6.79 
------
.---' 
.3 4921 7 7~34 
4 LJ.o655 $ 7.,78 
These values agree with those reported elsewhere (16)" The circular natural 
frequencies W N are obtained· from the expression 
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and the natural frequencies, in cycles per second, 'are computed from 
In order to determine the natural modes of vibration.:'JI; first'1'~the k 
values correspondil1g to the natural frequencies were deter~inedi"·and then the 
e;;;pressions of 92", Q], and G 4. were evaluated~ Theresul ts are sUIflInarized in 
the following:· 
Order of .. 91 Q2 " .. ~ ~.3 '. ' ("g Q5 . . ·~')4 Mode - , ~ .' 
1 1.;090 .... ,,924 fl'?CJ7 -0,383 0 
2 l~OO .... ~383 -.7a? 4>924 0 
,---- ,------- -~.-
__ .. ""'UO...., .. "....,--...... 
._-,--
3 1.00 .383 -~7CJ7 -'jf924 ~, 0 
.. ----!-'--" --'--
4 1.,00 '~924 (i7ff7 ~383 0 
l..--. 
--
5 l'4J!OO .924- 0707 G383 0 
-
6 1 .. 00 i\ ,.383 -.7fJ7 ,:....924- 0 
7 l~OO .... #lr38.3 -.7ffl .924 0 
--_.-
- --8 l e OO ''-0924- $?Cf7 -.383 0 
," 
From these rotatlons, the shapes of the natural modes of',vibration can' be 
sketched,.::- For this. particular problem, the vi bration .. modes were computed 
by use of the. numerical values given in Table II; following the procedure 
described in the preceding Article. For the purpose of illustration, the 
computation,s inil'ol ved in ~the determination of -the first natural mode. 
(A ::: 3.21) are presented in detail. .,); ... ~ ::.:. 
Deflection of span 1 at successive 1/6 ~ points~ 
for G, =1000, 92 ::: 0: 0 .128 iOI179 0163 .103, .033 0 
for G, ::: 0, @ z := -.924: 0 ~O31 .095 .151 0166 .118 () 
total: 0 .159 .274 0314 ()269 0151 0 
Deflection of span 2 at successive 1/6 .... points: 
27 
for gz == -~924, 93 == O~ 0 -,,118 .... &166 ..... 151 -'.095 -.031 0 
for flz == 0, 93 = ..,707: 0 -.024 -$072 -.115 ...... 127 -.090 0 
total: 0 ..... 142 -&238 -0266 ..... i>222 -_121 0 
Deflection'of span.3 at successive l/6'~, points: 
for 9~ = t>7ff7 , 94 == O~ 0 0090 0127 0115 oCJ72 .024- 0 
for 9.3 = 0, e4 == -",383g 0 ,,013 0039 c>062 .069 t)04.9 0 
tota1g 0 .10,3 &166 .177 0141 cCJ7,3 0 
D?flection of span 4 at successive 1/6 - 'points: 
The first six natural modes of vibration are, ShOlVll in Fig., 17 
EXarn.Ele 2. In order to illustrate several additional details of the 
procedure and present a convenient tabular scheme for recording the compu-
tations for the general case in ltlhich the dimensions of "Ghe beam may vary 
from span to span, we consider the four-span continuous beam shown in Fig. 15. 
Only the first five natural frequencies will be evaluated. The beam is as-
stoned to be elastically restrained at the left end and hinged at the right 
endl! The stiffness of the end restraint and the characteristics of the 
varlous spans are shown in Figb 15,. 
For convenience j.n carrying out the calculations, the natural fre-
quenciedof the system are expressed in terms of the pertinent properties of 
some reference span, say span ~o In this particular example.we take r = 1. 
In terms of the A value of the .!:-th span, theA value for any span j i~ 
A,' = 4:.l!lL E~,Ir LLJ
r
"· Ar . (23) 
U mr EJ Ij 
In terms of the i I of the !-th span, the stiffness and the product of the 
stiffness and of the carry-over factor for any span I are equal to the values 
obtained from Table I multiplied by the dimensionless factor 
__ Ej Ij ..l.r:., 
p{' 
'J . E,.lr LJ 
Eauations (23) and (24) can be verified readilye 
... . 
(24) 
The quantities Aj / Ar 811d ;~j; are evaluated in Table lA.o It should 
be noted that the calculations in t~ts table are independent of the frequency 
of vibration& 
The trial-and-erroT produce for det~rmining the natural frequencies 
of the system is carried out in Table lB.. .As an example of the use of this 
table 9 a complete cycle of calculations is cal"ried out for a trial value of 
Ar=' AJ :: 2040. This value, shown encircled in the .;:-th line of Column (2), 
corresponds to a circular 'frequency of vibration LO *(z.".~)Z / £(1(-
L, m, 
The 
arrangement of the vario'Us quantities in this table is believed to facilitate 
the computational work and to reduce sUbstantially the probability for errors~ 
The order in vlhich the columns in this table are filled in is indicated by 
the following .sequence of column numbers: (1) 9 (3) ;(2), . (4 and 8), (5), 
(7)9 and (6)0 Columns (1) and (3) are reproduced, respectively, from Columns 
(5) and (6) of Table A. The A values for the. various spans in Column .. (2) 
are obtained as the product of the asstil.ned Ar and ea.chof the values in 
Column (1)0 Columns (4) and (8) give; respectively, values of the stiffness 
and of the product of the stiffness and the carry-over factor for each span, 
.E'.Io 
in terms of ... ·1. J ; these quantities are obtai·ned directly from Table I in" 
Appendix A, USin~ the A values computed in Column (2) 0 Col"UIDll (5) gives the 
E1-
total stj.ffness of the spans adjoining each support in terms .of ..... r.r. .. 
L 
r 
The value for the i-th line in this column is determined by taking the sum 
of the products of the values in. Columns. (3) and (4) for lines j-l and J.. 
Col1llnL">J. (7) gives the product of the stiffness and of the carry-over factor 
.. E.I 










TABLE l. CALCULATIONS FOR EXAN)?LE 2 
TABLE A 
T (1) _ (2~' (3) (4) (5) (6 ) 
Span 
.lJJ.L Ejlj iflli· -.lL ~=(3X4) (2)' mi- Erlr (2) Lr Ar O<j = (4): 
l=r 1 000 
-. 1:600 ",1000 l·cOO . 1' .. 00 1 0 00 
2 00180 1 0 00 Oe9457_ 1~-25 1.182 0$80 
3 1020 -~. -];'.35 .. _ 009710 1tiOO 0.9710 1~35 
4 l~OO, 1035 0419277 " Ib50 1.392 0'090 
-~.-----.-.~-~~ ----.---~-.-
TABLE B 
(I) (2) (3) . (4) , (5) , (6) (7) (S) 
I· 
' LJ , 
. {Kj-,"'10) E;;;' Bj , " Lr ' , L' A' k· (*K)j Erlr (-RKlj IT ,~ A' o{. . :J EjIj -J J Ar . '!J :J ' , 
from TableJ (3lj_1 (4Jj_/ T (3lj (4~ ·Eq. (fqJ , (3)j (8:0 from Table 1 
l}OO 2340 1000 3016649 leOOOO 282555 282555 
10182 2084 O~80 ,303015 6.3061 ... 1418466 2.03.30 2~5412 
0019710·' 2.03.3- 1035 3~7043 706420 406185 3.0038 202250 
1 It 392 3&34 ,. 0&90 2'~4810 7ti2337 ,'. ~lOo500 - 2.8924 3.2138 
21.463 
~ T 
, , '", 1-1 ~-l 
Eq 2n (22a) :::: (0 + 2~4810x 0(90) 21.463 + 2e8924 (!*lO.500) -y- ::: 17 ~55 -y-





by multiplyin¥ the entries in COIUlIlIl (8) b-.r those in Column (3)., Column (6) 
gi-ves the rotation of the beam over the supports~ The first valu~ in this 
column is unity. (Had the beam been fixed at the left end, this value would 
have been ·zero). The second value in the column, G2 , is evaluated from Eqo 
(21a) 
This operation is not indicate4 in the Tableo (Had support I been fixed, 
Eq. (2lb) would have been used instead),. The values of Q3 to Qz are de-
termined from the values in Columns (5) and (7) by use of Eq" (19a), which, 
in terms of column members, takes the formg 
='-
(5)j (G)j + (v;)j._~ (7Jj-, 
(7)j (for J~ Z). 
Thus, e ::: <On 6 • .306l{-1,tt8k66) +1.OOOQ(2·~2551::: 4 6.1· 85 
.3 2.0.3.30 ~ 
The left hand side of Eqo (22a),. evaluated at the bottom of the table, is 
El~l found to be equal to 17'~55 ~L ..... ~ !, 
'1' 
(19b) 
Since, for the. assumed value of A, ::: 2040, Eq. (22a) was not satis-
fied, this value does not correspond to a natural frequency of the system. 
·E II 
The physical significance of the computed value of 17055 ;'-¥- is as 
1 
follows: the negative of this value divided by the rotation e2 , 
&tI., E I 
- ~i:tl3 ~ -= -0.8179· t;l} 
represents the stiffness of a rotational constraint which, i~ it were im-
posed at the right end of the beam, would have made the assumed frequency 
correspond to a natural frequency of the system~ 
B.Y repeating several such cycles of computation for different values 
of A, ,the cua-ve in Fig. 18 was obtainedo The first five critical values 
.31 
arer,eC9rded on the figure 0 The corresponding circular ns,tural frequencies 
are 6.l7/ Eill. (WN ) , = 2 . L, . ml' 
(WN)Z = . <HZ jInII' L; m, 
(WN)3 = 13·7 I E,r/-, 'L/ ml 
(WN)tf = tri·q j filL 
,Lf m, 
(WN)S . Z4.~ / EII, -, 
,L, m, 
If it is desired to evaluate these quantities more precisely" the compu-
tations
i 
should be repeated for several §dditional values of A, 'in the 
neighborhood of the critical values, and the results should be plotted. on 
a larger scale. 
JThe natural modes of vibrationjdetermined in the manner described 
in Section 11, are shown in Figl1 190 It should be stated that, in general, 
for the fl1Udamental or lowest natural frequency, the rotations of the begm 
oVer the supports are not very sensitive to the"magnitude of the frequency 
of vibra~ion.,~For some of the bigher vibration frequencies, however, a 
slight variation in the value of the frequency may aff~ct the rotations 
materially" Accordingly, the ac~~ate ,evaluation of the rot'ations in these 
latter cases may become somewhat cumbersome" 
~ ~ternate Methods of Analysis~ 
As applied to continuous beams9 'the criterion for a natural~fre-
quency is that 
11~ = 0 . (22a) 
It is presumed that support z is not fixedc 
... : .. 




merely one of a number of possible methods~ It is the purpose of.the follow-
ing discussion to present several alternate procedures for arriving at the 
same result. 
rrhe Effective _p.tiffness Gri terioBg ., The moment at a j oint of a structure 
~- ,.. 
necessary to produce at that join.t a rotation of'unit amplitude, while all 
other joints are in their actual condition,of restraint, is defined as the 
"effective flexural stiffness" of the jointo This quantity depends on the 
-. properties of all the members of the structure, and it will be denoted by K. 
~t Let K represent the total effective stiffness at the right hand 
z 
support ~ of a continuous beron,; then, Eq·o (22a) may be written as 
-I Kz Bz = O. 
Since 9 is assumed to be different from zero, this equation is satisfied 
z 
only if 
R~ = O. 
It should be emphasized that Eqs., (22a) and (26a) express id,sntically the 
same condition, only in slightly different forms. 
(25) 
(26a) 
Equation (26a) represents the effective stiffness criterion for 
determining natural'frequencies. This criterion will now be applied by use 
of the moment distribution procedure and a procedure which, for want '0£ 
any better term9 will be referred to as the rtdirectfl procedure. 
The }loment Distribution Procedure. Gaskell's adaptation,·of the method 
of moment distribution (13) ~ay be applied as follows: 
Ie A frequency of vibration is assuEed, and the flexural stiffness, !, 
and the flexural carry-over faetor, ~, for each span of the beam 
are computed from Table I in Appendix Ac 
2" With all joints of the structure9 except joint !, fixed against 
rotation, an exciting moment is applied at joint ~ producing a 
rotation of unit amplitude at that joint" Obviously, the fre-
quency of this moment is equal to the assumed frequency of vibra-
I 
tion and the magnitude of the moment is equal to KZ - 1 + R'l, . 
.3 (f Tb..is moment is distributed to the adj aeent members in proportion 
to their relative stiffness, and the proper proportion of the 
balancing moment is carried-over to j oint ~-1" 
40 Joint! is then locked, and the unbalanced moment at joint ~ is 
distribut.ed, carried over, and balanced through the rest of the 
structure. During this process of moment balancing, joint ~ is 
maintained lockede 
50 The total moment carried back to joint! is determinedo Finally, 
the effective stiffness of the joint is computed as the algebraic 
sum of the moment applied initially to the joint and the moment 
carried back after all the other joints have been balancedo 
6~ steps 1 through 5 are repeated for several frequencies of vibration, 
and the natural frequencies are determined as those frequencies for 
*' which the effective stiffness vanisheso 
The llDirect tl Ft.ocedure. The second procedure for applying the effective 
stiffness criterion is presented in this sectiono Consider a bar on ~ielding 
supports at each end with one end elastically restrained against rotation. 
The restraint may be due to an actual coil spring or it may symbolize the con-
tinui ty of the bar with "adj oiniilg members. The;'stlffness of the restraint is 
'* At this point, attention should be called to the fact that the method of 
moment distribution does not converge alwai~ to an answere Therefore, this 
method 9 which probably would appeal to many"" engineers, is restricted in its 
SPractical application. This fact is considered in somewhat greater detail in ection 14& " 
34 
d?P"9'ted by j1.. It can be shown (17) that the effective flexural stiffness of 
the opposite end of the bar is given by the expression 
. 2 
K' = K - (f<K) K+R (27) 
This equation may be used to calculate the effective ~iffness of a 
continuouS beam as follows: 
10 A frequency of vibration is assum.ed, and the corresponding values 
of ~ and kK for each span of the "beam are determined from Table I 
in Appe~d:ix A~ 
2eWith the stiffl:l~SS of the restraint ~ at the extreme left end of 
the beam knOwn9 .the value of effective stiffness of the first span, 
. ! 
Kl g' is computed from Eq~· (27). This value represents also the 
stiffness of the rotational restraint .Rz exerted by the first span 
on the left end of the second spano By application of Eqct·(27) to 
consecutive spans, the effective stiffness of spans 2 to !::d: are 
evaluated. 
, 
30 Having determined Kz- 1 ' the effective stiffness at joint ~ is 
fr 
computed as K 1 + R ~ 
z- z 
40 .As usual, the foregoing steps are repeated for. a number of frequencies 
and the natural frequencies are determined as those frequencies for 
which the effective stiffness vanisheSb 
In the foregoing discussion it was assumed that g= 00 Consider 
z 
n~w that support ~ is fixed; then, Rz = infinite, ez = 0 9 and Mz. is finite. 
Bnt9 since 
f'1z = K~-J Bz ~ 
K~_I = infinity (26b) 
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b6C"9~es the mOdified criterion for a natural frequency. 
The curve in Fig. 20 shows the variation of the effective stiffness 
i;!::;~';:~r' a continuous beam as a function of the frequency of vibration. The 
z· 
curvi~ 'Was determined by the Udirect fl method and is applicable to the partic-
u1~r beam considered in Example 2. The zeros of the curve correspond to the 
natural frequencies of the beam; the discontinuities correspond to the natural 
frequencies of the beam assumil:),g that its right.~nd is fixedo The abscissa 
of .. , .. any other point of the curve corresponds to the natural'·.frequency of the 
beam, provided its right end is subjec·lied to a restraint, the stiffness of 
.., 
which is equal to the negative of the value represented by the ordinate of 
the curve. 
It should be pointed out again that the main method? which was pre-
sented at the beginning of this Chapter, and the effective stiffness method 
presented in the preceding paragraphs, are fundamentally al~ke. In the 
former method, the moment at joint ~ necessar.r to produce a rotation of unit 
amplitude at joint 1 is determined, while in the ·latter method, the moment 
at joint! necessary to pro~uce a rotation of unit amplitude at the sarne' 
joint.! is determined. The correspondence of the two methods can be demon-
strated further by noting tha.t, if each ordinate of the curve in Fig~ 18 is 
diVided by the rotation of the beam e corresponding to that ordinate, the 
z 
curve will"be transformed into that shown in Fige 20. For example, for 
A, = 2.40 the ordinate of the curve in Fig~ '18 is 17 .55;·~L~4- • aDd the 
corresponding rotation e == e5 = 21.463. The ratio ;i-ll3 ,:>flh = ElIl Z . " " .. .. ~l 
.S179 .~- is identical to the corresponding ordinate of the curve in 
Fig. 20. 
The effective stiffness method is similar to P0rter f s (18) and 
Manley's (19), (20) methods of determining natural frequencies of torsional 
"VibTatian of shafts, s"nd is' similar~Lals0:;~' to Lundquist's stiffness and' series 
criteria for determining the critical buckling loads of structm"'es (21) ~ The 
stiffness criterion has been applied to the determination of the natural fre-
quencies of continuous beams previously by Mudrak (1) 9 (2) 1 (3) 0 However, 
}fu.drakts method differs from the procedures described in this section both in 
its development and in the form of its applicatiollQ 
The Methode! Three Moments. .An alternate procedure for calculating the 
magnitude of the exciting moment Hz is provided by the use of the equation of 
three moments, first .applied to the study of steady-state foreedvibrations 
by w. Prager (22) I'f Numerical values of the various coefficients appearing in 
these equations have been published (2.3), (24) but,unfortunately, these 
referenoes are not readily accessible. In general~ the three-moment equa-
tion'ean be applied in the same manner as the three-slope equation~ 
14. Range of Applicability and Relative Me]:'its of VariousP!:gcydureso 
As previously remarked, the moment distribution procedure is of 
restricted practical value. Convergence of tlrls procedure can be insured 
only for vibration frequencies which are smaller that the (unknown) funda-
mental or lowest natural frequency of the system considered (13)0 CODro 
sequently, the method can, in general, be used to determine only the lowest 
natural frequency of a structure. Also, it might be important to note that, 
even'for vibration frequencies which are below the fundamental.natural fre-
quency of a structure, the moment distribution procedure may be".so slow to 
Converge that it' may be necessary to carry out a large nu.mber of distri-
butions to affect a solution. This process may become rather time consuming~ 
especially when applied to structures involving a large number of memQerSe 
. "1; .' 
The "direct" method does not offer any diffie'U,lty of convergence. 
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, therefore, be used to calculate the higher na~lral frequencies of 
c'8,~a;J..nuous be~s4O In general, this procedure requires a much larger number 
;);~·\liH!ii!q.i\~':~:-~ 
':rials than the main procedure of this report 0 In addition, it cannot be 
nded to continuous frames involving closed panels. It i89 therefore, of 
t'e;~trieted applicability, too II 
For continuous beams only, the ehoiee between the main method of 
~w.:'~ report and the procedure based on the use of the three moment equation 
depends, to a large extent, on personal preference and on one I s familiarity 
with the particular procedureo One major advantage of the use of the three 
slope equation is that it gives a clear picture of the distortions which the 
structure undergoes during vibratioIl4t This feature is particularly important 
because, in praetice, it is frequently desirable to have a rap;ld means of 
aketehing the vibration configuration corresponili.:ng to a given freqllel1.cyo 
Fer'the analysis of eontinuous frames g equations involving the rotation of 
the joints as unknewns are rem.arkably 'better suited than equationsi~volving 
moments, .as:,~:the.;~·redun¢1an:tt;quantitieso The extension of the main method of 
tbis report to the determination of the nat/ural frequencies of continuous 
frames without sidesway is presented in the following Ch~ptero 
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This Chapter is concerned with the determination of the natural 
frequencies of flexural vibration of rigid jointed plane frameworks for 
which the joints do not move.. The extension. of the method to some rela-
t~~ely simple frames with sides"Wsy will be presented in Chapter VI. 
The frames considered may have any number of members of arbitrary 
length; the mass per unit of length and the flexural rigidity of crO{3S section 
of the members may differ from one member to the other, but in any one member, 
these quantities are assumed to remain constant. The simplifying assump-
tions made in the analysis are as follows: The vibrations are assumed to 
take place in the plane of the framework. The change in length of the mem-
bers due to axial deformation, and the effect of the axial forces on the 
bending moment in the members are neglected. In addition,'no account is 
taken of the influence of axial vibrationso As before, the cross sectional 
dimensions of the members are considered to be small in comparison to their 
length, so that the effects of shearing deformation and rotatory ineJ;tia may 
beneglectedo 
~ Basic Relations 
Figure 21 shows ~ members of a structure rigidly connected at their 
common intersection £0 The far ends of the members are assumed to be fixed 
against translation, but free to rotate subject to the restraint imposed by 
the adjoining members. Assume that the structure is in a steady-state forced 
Vibration under the action of some exciting moment applied at a joint differ-
ent from joint £. 
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Let g .. denote the amplitude of rotation at end Q of member oj, and 
oJ 
9 denote the amplitude of rotation at end j of the same member. Similarly, jQ 
let Moj andM;jo be the corresponding moment amplitu.des at the same endso 
Since all members are rigidly connected at their joints9 
apd 
Furthermore ~ since no external moment acts at ',j oint 2, 
, s 
M = f1,+f1 -t, ..... +f'1.f.~ ..... +f1 =-' n· ::: 0 
o 0 ot OJ 05!-- OJ • 
, J""I 
The moment M . may be expressed in terms of the end rotations of 
oJ 
member oj 'b-JT the relation 
Substituting this expression into Eq.o (29), one obtains EqCl (31a) 







which expresses the conditions of both equilibrium and continuity for joint 
£of the ~tructurej~ If only two members meet at joint 2,. Eq.e (31a) reduees 
"toEq.. (19a) for continuous beams" 
If the degree of restraint at the far ends of the members meeting 
jOil.1,vt are known, it is convenient to use effective stiffnesseS 0- Assume 
restraints at ends 1 and 2 of the portion of the structure shown ~n 
are knoWTIe Let K;l and K;2 represent the effective stiffness of 
020 Then, Eq~ (31a) may be written as 
s s 
(K~, + K~z) eo + ~ Koj eo + ~ ( * K )oj BJ ;:0 0 . 
J=3 J=3 
. (31b) 
{3D) and (31) are the only two relations needed in the analysis 
sideswayctt 
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The frames considered in this section do not involve any closed 
panels and have known conditions of restraint at all external terminals. 
It is assumed that the joints of 'the fram.e do not~t~aI.lsl~te.. 
Simple ~frames and portal frames, such as those shown in Fig. 22, 
act as continuous beams on rigid supports. Their natural frequencies can 
therefore be calculated by the procedure outlined in Section 10 of the pre-
ceding Chapter. 
When applied to the analysis of continuous frames, such as those 
shown in Fig. 23, this procedu.re will, in general, reveal only a portion of 
the natural frequencies of ·the frame considered. The fail~ure of the proced~e 
to identify the complete set of natural frequencies results from the fact 
that, for certain natural frequencies, only:a portion of the frame may vibrate 
with finite amplitudes while the rest may remain stationary. The natural 
frequencies corresponding to these mod.es, wbichwillbe referred to as "modes 
of partial vibratienU , must be determined by a supplementary procedure. 
Consider any of the frames shown in Fig. 23., Let 1 denote the joint 
of the frame at the extreme left terminal and!. denote ,the joint at the ex-
treme right terminal. Without loss of generality, it may be assumed that 
jOint! is either hinged or elastically restrained. A fixed end maybe 
handled in the manner described in Ill~strative Example 1. Assume that the 
stracture is in a steady-state forced vibration under the action of an ex-
Citing couple M
z 
applied at joint~. -The amplitude of the slope or of the 
bending moment at joint 1 is asSumed to have some fixed value. If the joint 
is hinged or elastically restrained, the amplitude of slope is taken equal 
to Unity. If the joint is fixed, the amplitude of bending moment is taken 
equal to unity instead. For an assumed frequency of vibration, it is 
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generally possible to calculate the magnitude of the exciting moment Mz' in 
8 man~er entirely analogous to that used for6ontinuous beams, by wo~king 
progressively from one end of the .frame to the other. By repeating this 
procedure .f0r several frequencies of vibration, the magnitude of M
z 
may be 
plotted as a function of the frequency. All frequencies for which the 
magnitude of the exciting moment vanishes are natural frequencies of the 
frame. 
The natural frequencies determined 1:ly the previous procedure may 
not represent the complete set of natural frequencies of the frame. The 
procedure is based on the assumption that the amplitude of slope or bending 
moment at joint 1 i~ finite. For continuous beam~ this condition is satis-
fied for all non-trivial natural frequencies. For continuous frames, how-
ever 9 bar 1-2 may be still even though the rest of the strncture, or some 
portion of it, vibrates with finite amplitudes. Obviously then,the pro .... 
cedt~e fails to reveal those natural frequencies for which bar 1-2 remains 
still. A second assumption implicit in.the procedure described is that the 
rotation of joint! is finite for the natural frequencies to be determined. 
For continuous frames, this condition is not satisfied.alwayse Therefore, 
the procedure fails also to reveal the natural frequencies for which the bar 
meeting at joint ~ is stationary. 
Figure 24 presents several natural modes of v-ibration for which 
either bar 1-2 or the bar meeting at joint! is stationary. The modes are 
applicable to the particular structures shown in Fig. 23 and can, of course, 
exist only if the dimensions of the various members composing these structures 
satisfy certain definite relations.. It should be emphasized that natural modes 
of partial Vibration are peculiar to frames and cannot exist in the case of 
continuous beams. 
The tec~ique for determining the natural frequencies for which 
bar 1~2 or the bar meeting at joint! is stationary consists' of 
alcul,ating the f reque!1cies for which these conditions can occur, and 
scertaining whether or not these frequencies are natttral frequencies of 
The details of this supplementary technique will be explained 
. IUustrative Elcamplesl> 
~ ..... 
Example 3. 7'he simple :fram~ shown in ~ig. 25a has been, selected 
f6Jt .?nalysis <I ,'1'0 illustrate several. features of the lAethod, the bars 
identified by (1) are taken identical while the bar designated by (2) is 
considered to have .. such dimensions that 
an~ A - '3.927 A = O ......... °30.:2 A, 
z - 4.7.30 I .. 0 
The subscripts 1 and 2. refer to bars (~) and (~),. respectively":, 
.For tlie sake of brevity, only one cycle.ofthe procedure is pre .... 
sented. ;rhe computations are· given for a value of .A, .= 3.30;' this corresponds 
to a value of .Az .:: 2.74,/ The appropriate values of .~ and 1f! are· obtained 
from Table I in Appendix A.fI 
for bars (J) . .~~ .~~ ~~ ::: 205720 .. =~ . and (k~\)l'=' 3.~375 .. ~ : . 
~Il !iII 
K2 ::: ).4051 ~ and (kK);a := 2.4589 ~ 
~he data n~~,essary for the analysis are· compiled on the diagram in Fig. 25b. 
The 11umber in parentheses opposite~acih Joint gives the sum of the stiffnesses 
J" '. • " • .) •• 
of the members meeting at that joint. The parenthesized number at the midd~e 
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6~"each m_elll~r_ givEl~thEl product of the stiffness and the c~~over fa~tor ... 
for tb~ mem~er •. EO.th gua'ntities are,;express.ed in terms of,~. • Thenum~rs 
v5.thout J?a:ren~he:s~~ denotet~e ,rotations of the various Joints I) These rota-
tions are ·evalua.ted in the manner described beloW', and they are recorded on 
the diagram as ·they are computed. . 
'. .... . . ~JIl 
T.he procedure i~ s.~arted by taking 1\ = 1,.00 . h. '," Then, Q2 is 
computed by appli.cation to joint 1 'Of Eq. (30), as 
. 1 
92 :=:= 3 .. 1375 .= O.31~3 
The rotation.s Q4 and 95 are determined successive~y by application of Eq. 
(.31a) to joints 2 and 4. 
£:\ -,'.' . (2A440) O.~1S73+ 2_1375 (0) - 0 .51")1")56' 
'0 4 ~- , . .1'375 ,... '. - -. ~ . 
".,' 
~ ::: . 8.5421 ',(-.52256)+ 3.1375 (,.3187~2 - 1 410.1 
v5 --., . . '2.4589 ..... ~ •... 
The magnitude of ·the exciting moment is determined from .Eqtt,'(30},as 
. .. X,·I· ,'r' I 
-11' (~"1' -1' . '4' - '1._ 1 .(' . 6)' 4 8 ~; 1 .' 7 ~1 5 =l.4 0 )3.$' 05 ~ t .. -.5?25 2. 5 9 ~1 := 3.51 'Lr 
It shou1~;be noted that.each of the foregoing operations can be carried out 
with a Single set-up on a ~eskcalc1l1a~or.. 
~~p~ating this proc.edurefor several values of .A~ ,the curve 
shown in fig. 26 was obtained.· ~he A, ~alt1escQ~~esponding to the. natural 
frequencies are re~o:t"ded on the figure. ,~he corresponding natural modes of 
free vibration are given in~igs. 278 to 27£~' . 
~he foregoing procedure is be.sedon the assumption that thiS amplitudes 
of both the bending moment at joint 1 and of the rotation at joint z = 5 are 
finite. To obtain t~e n~turai ~r.eq'U:encies for which M:t.= 0, the fol,lowing 
reasoning is used~ In order f.or ~ t6be equal to zero, bar 1-2 must be 
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stationary; then, the rotation of joint 2 and the internal ben~ing mo~~nt .. , at 
the joint are a~soequal to zero: ~his condition ~equire~ that,.b~r 2-:-4 be 
stationa~ and ~~at Q4 = M42 = 0., But with joint 4 remaining fixed against 
rotation, bar 3-4 can oscillate freely only for frequencies represented by 
values of 
, (32) 
During a natural frequency, every member of .the structure vibrates with 
the same ,frequency. Therefore, in order for these. frequencies to be llatural 
frequenc.ies of the entire frame " they must be also natural frequencies of the 
remaining portion of the frame (bar 4~5, in this particular case)CI The 
natural frequencies of bar 4-5, considering that its left end is fiXed, are 
.. ; 
these correspond to values ~f 
Comparing the latter values with those given in :E!:q.'(32), one concludes that, 
wi thin the range of frequencies considered in, Fig. 26, A,::: 7.853 and 
AI = 841514 do not represent a natural frequency, while- "AI == 4.7'30 does" 
The natural mode of vibration ,for A, == 4.730 is shown by the solid curve in 
Figo 27ge 
The'natural frequencies, if any, for which e5 == 0, are determined 
in a similarma:nnere: e5 can be equal to zero only if bar 4-5 is stationary. 
, ~ 
Under this condition,. 94 = M45 =. 0; then~ bar 3, .... 4 m~y vibrate f~eely only at, 
frequenCies r ep~esented by the A, values given in Eqe (32). Since members 
1-2 and 2-4 of the remaining portion of the frame are identical to member 
3-4;;;;A;';ach of these members can vibrate with i tsends fixed for the same fre...,. 
qu:e:~qi}" therefore, thE3 A, values given in Eqe .(32) correspond to natural 
of the frame. The natural mode corresponding to ,AI ,~,,4~?30 is 
shown b.1 t~e dotte~ curye in Fig. 27g, while the mode corresponding to 
Ai':::; 7 il853 is shown ~n !ig." 27h .. 
Its should be observed that the natural modes shown in Figs. 27c and 
27g can exist for the same frequency.. Of these three modes, however, only 
the two are independent; the third is a linear combination of the other two 0 
In fact, from any two of these three modes, one can obtain an infinite number 
of combination mod~so 
Within the range of frequencies considered in Fig. 2,6, the complete 
set of A, values corresponding to natural frequencies is 
'. .. 
Nore involved frames may be handled by the same procedure. The 
technique for obtaining the natural frequencies corresponding to modes of 
partial vibration is illustrated further by the examples given in Section '2l~ 
Example It.:.' ~ sketch of the frame considered is shown in Fig 0 2$$ 
This .f rame is similar to t~at analyz.ed in the preceding example.. In this 
case 9 the dimensions :,of the s'tructure are assumed to be such ,that 
E..,I,l', :,E 12 :.,' ,E, I3:/ '~l I,,'4 
' ~ .1.., -2, ,:::2.2 i t+ '~ 7L2 = L3 ~ .14 ' 
and 
To determine the natural frequencies of this frame, we proceed in 
the usual manner and plot the magnitude of the 'exciting moment at joint 5 as 
a function o£ the assumed frequency of vibration. The curve in Fig. 2S 
summarizes the results obtained. It should be noted that'l this curve, un-
like that shown in ,Fig. 26, is not continuous. The values of A, corresponding 
to the first few natural frequencies are recorded on ;fig. 2$., It can be shown 
that, with~n the range of the frequencies considered, there are no natural 
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frequenciee corresponding to modes of partial vibration. 
19. Closed Frames. 
-
T4e application of the method to frames involving closed panels, 
such as. those shown in Fig. 29, is described in,this section by reference 
to ,a simple ~xample. +,he hypothertical two celled rectangular frame shown 
in Fig. 29a . is select~d f?r this purpose. 
The first step in the analysis is to ·assume that the frame is cut 
at some convenient joint. In the example considered, the cut is introduced 
at joint 60 Next 9 it is assumed that the structure undergoes a steady-state 
forced vibration with finite amplitudes and lmown frequency. The vibration 
is assumed to be maintained by anexci ting couple applied at the cut', joint, 
. \ 
(joint 6) I) If the frequency of vibration is equal to the natural frequency 
of the frame, the magnitude of the exei ting moment must vanish and the 
amplitudes of slope on either side of the cut must be equal. 
!or an assumed frequency, the discontinuity of slope and th~ magni-
tude of the exciting moment may 'be determined in the same w.ay as for open 
frames? by working progressively from joint to joint across the structure. 
For the. frame considered,Eq • .,(31a) is first applied to joi~t 10, 
It is noted that the resulting expression involves three unknowns: e1 , G2 , 
an(r~;. Therefore, 92 and 93 cannot be solved directly in terms of 91 alone, 
possible in the case of continuous beams and continuous open frames. 
Instead, it.is necessary to express 93 in terms of both ~l and e2 0 Next, 
Eq~ J.31~) is applied to joint 2, and (34 is determined in terms of the same 
tw~'i""~rmanent unknowns @l and 92 - By successive applications of the same 
equ~!t~on 'to joints 3,. 4, arid 5,,, the rotations 95, e64, and e65 may also be 
d in terms O£'LB1and 92 • Having computed the rotations of all 
the exciting moment at joint 6 may' also be expressed in terms of 
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In the application of this t:chn~que, 
cbtf~ebuti ve ~ oints must be selected in such an order that, when ~ • {31B ) 
is:~:pp~ied to a joint, the resulting expression involves only one new unknow$ 
Thif3)::.techniqueis an adaption of Wilbur r S sGheme (25) of ' solving the, set of 
simUltaneous equations resulting from the use of the slope deflectionequa~ 
The joint for which the, rotation is evaluated last in this procedure 
fjo1nt' 6 in this case)" is the one at which the structure is generally as~ 
stl.lIlGd to be cut:. The number, of members meeting at this joint must'be equal 
to the number of permanent Unknowns used .. 
and 
Ata natural frequency 
et;4 - e~ :;:: OJ 
fiG = 0 . 
In terms of the two permanent unknowns G1 and e2 , these conditions may be 
written as 
c,1 6, + Gil ez = 0 ~ 
cz,e, + czz'f}z. :;:: 0 
(3.3a) 
where the g.'s are eonstallts,--the magnitudes of which depend on the assumed 
frequency of vibration and on the eharacteristiGs of all t4e members'in the 
structure. ~quation,(.33b) represents's set 'of linea;r and homogeneous equa-
tions for the unknowns 81, and G2; thes~ equations have a solution different 
from zero when the determinant of their coefficient is zero, 
=0 .. 
This criterion of vanishing determinant will fail to reveal 
(a) the natural frequencies for which 91 and Q2 are simultaneously 
equal to z~ro, and 
,,:,,:',':;'!f~;:rb) the natural frequencies for which the bars meeting at the cut joint 
(j>~1.fit 6) are stationary. 
~he natural frequencies corresponding to the, foregoing two conditions 
may'be calculated by the su:£)plementary technique described inconne'ction ,{i th 
continuous open frames. 
The singl,e-bay multi-story frame shown in Fig G 29broay be handled 
bY,;;tBhe same procedure .. ~he rotations of its joints may be expressed fin terms 
of,·,e:C and 92; the cut may be introduced at joint 9 or 10. For the 'analysis 
off~he two-bay, . multi-story frame shotm in Fig &l 290, 'one needs to' take three 
quantities, say gl' ~, and 93 , as permal1entunknowns. The cut must be 
introduced at joint 14. The conditions of continuity and equilibrium fer 
this joint may then be expressed, as 
e14~/3 - 814,,11 = eli 8, -;. ere. Bz + c13 8:J = 0 
6''1-,,11 - ~if,15 = cz1B1 + ezz Bz + cZ3 e,:, = 0, 
M/4 = C.3/~ + C3Z 83 + C"", 6.3 = OJ 
f' 
where the £, s are numerical constants ,s The criterion for a natural £.re-
quency is 
Czz C'23 = 0 
It is seen that, for this problem" it becomes necessary to evaluate a third 
order determinant. ,For the general case, the order of the determinant is 
equal to the number of the permanent unknowns that must be used in evalu-
ating the rotations of the 'j oints •. 
The computational work required to calculate the exciting moment 
and the discontinuity of slope at the cut, may get fairly involved, particu-
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la:r1Y if more thfJ:O two quanti ties must be used as pel'"manent unknowns.. One 
may simplify this work considerably by carrying out th~ computations ·in 
parts: Consider again the ~rra1'l1S' shovln in Fig.. 29~ First, assume that 
g :: 1.00 and that f)2= o. 
1 
Calculate the rotations of the joints in the 
1- . 
usual manner; and designate them by 9 .... Calculate also the magnitude of 
. .f 
-i 
the exciting moment at the cut joint. Designate this by M.. Next, assume 
tb1l~ 91 ::: 0 and thatG2 =.1.00, and ealculat~ the corresponding rotations 
"-It ' 
and moment.t :penote these by G . and M~·respeetively. Then, the actual 
rotation at a joint j is 
(.35a) 
and the -total exciting moment at the cut joint, say joint j , is 
- ... , .-fI 
MJo= M.el + M.62 .. . . J .oJ (35b) 
The direct combination of these partial effects is justified by tlle fact 
that the differential equation forsteady~state forced vibration is linear. 
~ putline of Proc.edtire .. 
The procedure for determining the natural·frequencies of con-
tinuous frames involving closed panels may be outlined .as· follows·:, 
1. Forsomemembe:r' of the frame, say member!:, assume a value of 
:".r = J- mEF 1w2 Lr /\ s· ~his is equivalent to assuming a frequency 
. . r r 
qfvibration w • 
2. FrolD. Eqo (23) compute the .A values for the r~maining members of 
the frame. 
3. .From Table I in Appendix A, calculate the appropriat,e values of .~ 
and kK for each·member .. · These value~,as obtained from Table -I, 
are ~essed in term,s Of· :El~j , where· thesubscripti refers to 
., J 
the· particular member considered. 
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4.~' Expre.ss the qu~nti ti~ determinec.1 in step (3) i? terms of the 
fOf the reference member.!:, by multiplying them by the dimen-
sionleas coefficient CXj (Eq III 24) II' 
50 Compute the sum of the stiffnesses of the members meeting at the 
various jOints and record these values on a diagram ofthe·frame" 
- . . 
On the same diagram record also the product of the stiffness and 
the c.erry .... ovel"f?ctor for each member'. These quariti'tles mu.st·be 
expressed in terms 'of the ¥ of the. same reference member t.: A 
convenient scheme foi' arranging the computations is shom1 in the 
illustrativec e.xamples presented :i.n the l1ext seetion9 
6~ Choose the unknowns in terms of which the distortions of the frame 
-will be expressedtJ In g~Ileral, the nUmber of unktiowns' that mU.13t 
be selee'ted is equal to the nnmber of the main Tongi"tudinal 
. , 
members in the frame 0 .¥,or the 'frame shown in .Figo '29~ , .. bne may, 
'take€J1 and '92 as the two permanent tinknownsc 
70 Consider the first of thes's quantities equal to unity and the' 
i . 
'other equal. to z'ero (,91 == leOO, and @2 = ().J~, Working acros.s the 
struc·ture'9· as described in the preceding sect~on,· compute the 
rotations of the jointso Denote these by e'er Compt1t~ also'the 
. : ;....; y 
exei ting moment and denote it by .M "0:' 
8 0 ~epe~t' step (7,}9 taking the s~eond qJlanti tyequal to unity and 
the first equal to zero (G1 = 0 and :e2 ;::: 1.00.) CI Denote the 
, . ' U ' ._'1 
re·S.u1 t:tng rotations bye and theexci tirtg moment by~· '" 'In 
genera1 9: steps (7) and (8) must be repeated as many times as 
there are pe!mlan:enttinknowns~ 
9~ Determine the total discontinUity of slope and the total ex-
, citing moment and set each e;xpressionequa1 to zeroo For the 
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frame considerecl, these expressions will be 
+ 
100' Ev'aluate the determinant of ,the coefficients of Q1 ande2 in the, 
expressions of Eq.' (.3.3c} .. , 
II. Repeat steps {lJ to (IO) for different values of Ar • 
(330} 
12. Plot the variation of the determinant evaluated in step (10) as a 
'function of the Arvalues • The frequenc:i.es far 'lilhich the deter-
minant 'becomes equal to zero are natural frequencies of the frame .. 
The foregoing procedure fails to reveal the natural frequencie~ 
for which the permanent unknowns (B1 and G2) are simultaneously equal to 
zerO, In addi tion, it fails to reveal 'the natural frequencies for which 
the members meeting at the cut joint are stationary. A supplementary 
procedure for determining these natural frequencies has been described, 
and its details are illustrated further in t he two numerical examples 
that follow. 
~.. Illus,trative ,Ex:amples 0 
~a~12le 2 II The structure considered is ehown in Fig It 30a. .All 
members are assumed to be uniform and identical to each other 0' It is de-
Sit,~£:"tQ calculate the natural frequencies and the corresponding na"bural 
modes of vibration of this fram.e for a range of values of A less than 6.50. 
Since all members are identical, rs'ther than repeating the procedurE~ ou-h 
lined in ~ection 20 for each assumed 'frequency, i tis more convenient, to 
derive a general expression for the criterion for a natural frequency and 
de.ternn.ne directly from this' expression the desired quanti ties fI ThiEl is 
Similar to what was done in Section 12.:f~~ ~ple :.,1. " 
:Let ~. be the flexural s~iffness and .t the fleJrur'al ca~ry-over 
r for each member of the f;rame. T~ese quantities are, of course, 
of the parameter).. • The sura of the stiffnesses for the 17'ari-
~bints and the product of the stiffness and the carry-over f'actor for 
ember of the frame are shoWn in Ifig* 30b. The rotations of the 
j~'i~~iS vull be expressed', not in terms of 91 and ( 2 ) as it was suggested 
in',:::;j;~~ preceding discussion, but rather, in terms of 91 and the int~rnal 
b~'~~~~g moment M13~The reason for this choice will become apparent 
sh9E,tl1~ The frame is assmned to be cut at joint 6~ ,~irst, it is assumed 
th~~b,.Ji1.3 ::: Mi. ::::: 1'000 and 91 ::: o. Applyillg Eq .. ,(30) to ends 1 of members 
(11'"and {2), one obtains 
t. 1 Q .. ::::: - - , 2 kK 
"t _ L ., 
'03 ..... kK 
Similarly, applying ~q .. (31a) successively to joints 2, .3~ L.,., and 5, one 
obtains 
!·i';!n:~iiU!"1:"'~;!:!!:': 
e~ =, - K [z(- *'K ) + 'HOU-;- 'kK = 1<; K 
e~;' -K [3 f~K) T'k(O) + * (1<~KV+ kK = - :'K , .. 
e'~ = -K [3(~~K) T ~(- 'k'K) + k(k~H -7- -kK = - ;K ' 
e~= -K [zf -R~K)T 'k(1l'Kfl+ 'kK 
The discontinuity of slope at joint 6 is 
, , *.1. _fro 
BG'f - B(;is = 'k' K 
and the exciting moment at joint 6 is 
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Next,.· it is assumed that ~l== 0 and Bl =.: 1.00. 
btained in a similar manner •. The results are 
u 
The rotations .g 
'r,he. diseontinui ty of slope and the exciting mO:plent at joint 6 are 
t:J" _ e" ~ 5~?~G *"l_'z = ~·(.L?_I) 
Vt;/f ~5 '*3 ~ -If f\ ~ 
.-If _ r stl-G k 2-k2 I ] _ K z . M" - K L 2 . 1:<3 + ~f( . -k z t- 'k 'k'l. " - 1l (13 1< -/2 - 'If ) e I 
The total discontinuity of slope and the total exciting moment 
at joint 6 are 
e~ -eG.5 = "j K ( 1?,'l-IG J MJ + ~ (1:?1.- I ) e, 
Mt; == ~~ (4+ Il"JM1'.;' ~-(13'*~~JZ-*+)el_' 





The curve In .Fig. 30d shows the vari~tion of this determinant 'with 
A f) The values of !f and .~·corresponding to the various values of .A were 
obtained from Table I in Appendix #-_'T,he z:aro intercepts of this curve rep-




.The vibration'mod~scorrespondi:ngto a· natural frequency are 
First, the· relation,shlp between @1 and ~l is_dete:r-
,.,·,!·jl':i~t,i~'i.'!"\· . 
jtiil£~§i by setting :eithei' ofthee~iPressions in ~.' (36.) equal to zero. Then, 
1:.,',. . 
. . 
t1i$::;'hf."otations of the. joints areev'al~ated, in terms of ei there1 . or. 1\ ' by 
;u~~".;;.~9f . the . relation 
. '. . . 
' .. '. J' "L.:·: " @~ = eJ~lEI ~. G,lQl 
m,j:2~bis partic14ar case,: the rotations were' expressed in t~rms of BIG" The 
.,.;~:~·~:':;~::~I~;~!.;~: ", 
results a-re 'summarized lrr·the ··f01I(;rwi%tabI~. 
@.I.Q.:..··· .. ./i.,> . . : , .. ~ .. -'/",Q- ;,';.' . 6. ·"ll.fil ·./-'·:--.'_" ~:Z'" .~.:tt- ~-~ . "3"~'" .:. J+ ,:,Va:tue -s:e.·\;' ..... . . 
. AN 
.3 ;556 . ~l.OCi . () 0 . 
1: ... 0@...;.1.,00 
--I-----i 
. ·;':"1"000 1.00 
10;00 -10;00 
. ·~llil\eO ;,;..10.,00 
It should be . nO.tedthat the' value of'· AN': 4 •. 730 is not included in this 
.1 
table (I For this v~l.'·".'. ~si-t;wru.f'o11oW from the discussion of the' sueceed .... 
'" ... .. !... ...... . .' . '. . 
ing peragraphs~<-there i~ aninff!.l4:t;.enumber of possibi~ :riat~el modes.· 
. ". . 
Such modes cannot be determined' by the' procedure described.. ~rom the 
!'etations -in the above table,·· . the defl(3ctions. at the interi't);r points()f the' 
members 'maybe 'obtained by nseef.the. influence coefficients given in ,T.able 
II of ~ppendix .~it ~he naturalmbd'es . corresp-Jnding to the natural frequen-
cies determined in· ~igl!l:3@d" aresh(~rwn 'in .:fig •. .31a through 3Ig. 
T;he next·ste.pin the solution . is the determination of the natural 
frequencies · f6r Wb:L()ll~iY~ndMl·V'~lP-S~sbnu1tabeOuSJ:y.el and 1\ may be 
equal 'to zero'only if both bars (1:), a'nd .(~) are stationary. Under this 
cendition, bar '{3~ also is st.ationa~.and joints 3 and 4 remain fixed against 
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i'dtation, as shown in ~g ... ~Oe.··For. the range of ;\ 'values considered,· bar 
~4"~ can execute free vibrations with fixed ends only at a frequency represent-
e'at?by" 
Since all members of panel 3 .... 4--6:...5 ar~ identical, each member can vibrate 
-at tbis frequency wi ~,.f.'iXedendS; therefore J A = 4·.730 corresponds· to a 
natural frequency of the· frame.~~ ·The vibration mode corresp,ndingto this 
l1stural frequency ls 'shown in .Fig.· . 31.b: •. 
The· concluding step in the· ,solution of the problem under con-. 
sideration is the deterrnination of the natural frequencies for 'Whi,ch thE} 
members meeting at, e'; joint 6 remain stationary. Proceeding 'in the manlier 
d~seri bed in the preceding case ,'i tean besho'Wn that, within the range of 
A values considered"", == 4~730represerits a ':natural frequency for which 
bars {6) and, (7) arestationary~ ~he vibr~tion mode corresponding to this 
llaturat frequency is shown in, ~ig ." 3~i., . 
It should be 'observed that ,the natural modes shown in ~igs • .31f, 
31h, and 311 can exist for the same frequency of vibration. However, of. 
these three modes only two are independent .. : The third is a linear combin-
ation of the other two. 
Bad the distort:tons of 'the :frame and the ·exciting moment ~ been 
e:x:pr~ssed in terms ofG1 and .e2 instead of in 'terms of 91 8ndMJ.' the basic 
procedure W01J.ld have·· failed to: rev-ealthe natural f~'eque~cies for which 
°1 = G 2 ::: O. In other v!ords,' the cUrve·' in ,~ig., .3:Q.d would not have iIlter;'" 
~~cted "bhe A -ansat A = 4.730it, efcourse,. this natural frequency would 
. . . . 
have been determined. by .the .. suppled;tlentary teehriiqne., 
: .~. . . , . "', . •... . ..... 
Example, :6.: ·:·A~::'arurth~tiilllstration'ef . the application of the 
iQeihod to continuous closed frs'mes" the symmetrical frame shown ill ~ig:. 32a 
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is selected for analysis. All columns are considered hinged at the base o' 
It is desired to calculate natural frequ~ncies correspondingoniy to' 
symmetrical modes of vibration. Since for symmetrical Vibrations the 
joints of the frame, even though free from external restraining forces, 
dOllet,.translate " the method of this Chapter is directly applicable to the 
problem considered. The effect of synrrnetr,y is taken into account by using 
for the girders of the central bay modified stiffnesses ~ instead of the 
usual., stiffnesses .~4t\ 
The dimensions of the 'frame 'and some additional data pertinent 
in the analysis are assembled in the table below. Member (2) of the frame 
is taken as the reference member. Oolumns (5) and (6) 6f.;· this table give, 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Member m ·E.I" Y·at· L. ).. =$ Aj J . ~ ':;J. ~:= (3) (4) 0< • ~ Erlr L Ar J r 
1 . 0 0 50 0067 0.9294 1.00 0.9294 0.67 2004 
2~ 10 00 1 .• 00 1.000 1.00 1.000 1 .• 00 2.20 
~--- --: . --_ .. - f--'-~-
3 3e.00 1.75 1.144 1.50 1.716 1.1667 3.78 
-
4 3~OO 1.50 1.189 1 .. 125 1.338 1 • .3333 2.94 
-----r'-" ---I--
5 0.40 0.45 0.9710 0.75 0.7282 0.600 1·.60 
6 0.50 0.625 0.94?7 0.75 0.7093 0.83333 1056 
.~~ 
7 2.00 1.25 1.125 1050 1.687 0'08333.3 .3.71 
B 2.00 1~25 141125 1.125 1.265 1~ll11 2.78 
respectively, the ratio ,of Aj. / A2 (Eq.: 2.3) and the 0(. j values (Eqo···· 24) for 
each member of the fra~e;. For the sake of brevity, only one cyole of the 
procedure is p~esented. The computations are given for a value of A 2 := 2020; 
this corresponds to a ciroular vibration frequency W = (2'2~)2.IE I . 
. L m 
The 0( values of the various members are recorded also on the dia-
gram in Fig e 32b. The nmnbers "d thout parentheses above these values give 
- " . 
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of the ~arious members, while the Parenthesized numbers below 
~alues give the product of the stiffness and the car~-over factor of 
These quantities are expressed in t~rms of ~he .~ C 6\f the mem-
F~~2W,,~'~ which they refer, and they are obtained directly from Table I in 
AP~ll.dix A. 
On the diagram in Figo 32c, the number in parenthesis opposite 
.e'a'icli joint represents the total stiffness of the members framing into that 
~;~~tlt These stiffnesses are expressed in terms of the ¥6f the reference 
memper (2) lit Thus, the total stiffness of the- me-mbe-rs co-nneet-ing at joint 4 is 
K4:.= 3e7675xlCllOO + Oo9l884xl.,1667 + 3.943OxOo83333 + O.5451Ox1.3333 = 8.8521 '0 
The parenthesized number at the middle ,of each member represents the product 
0fthe stiffness and the carry-over factor for that member; these values 
EI ' 
are also expressed in terms of the L of the reference member (2). 
The:r6;tations·~.b.f the joints are expressed in terms of e1 and QZo 
. " t 
The frame is assumed to be cut at joint 6 (and joint 5)0 First, consider 
that 
@1 = 1'000 and e2 = 0 0 
Applying Eq~ (30) to jo~nts 1 and 29 one obtains 
AI _. 205661 x 1.00 - 1 799.3 
'03 - -- 104262 - - 0 ) 
@' _ ;307675 x 0 
4 - -- 201164 := 0 .. 
As usua19 these values are recorded on the diagram as they.arecomputed. 
Applying Eqo (31) successively to joints 3, 4, and 6, one obtains 
t,:'-
e t = _ 600003{~1.7993) + 1.4262(1~OO) + 503324(0) = 7 6273 
53 1.2285 0 , 
e ' - 0 +.5.3.324(-:;107993) + 0 = 6 - -. 1.7024 5.06359 .) 
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e ' .... 5 ·Z1..o3 (5 .6359) .f .Q - 8' 4'201 56 - - 3~5544 - - • • 
Th~,~balanced exciting moment at joi11t 5 is computed as 
Mr ':;:: 1~2285(-1.7993) + 2.3&L(7«6273) +1.0522(-8.4201) + 3.5544{5.3103) = 26.979 • 
:0";::;'%' , 
Next, consider that 
.$ 
G1 = 0 and ~2 = 1000 e 
n . 
Therotstions Q ~.aJr:ecc:o.mputed in the sa,me manner and the results are recorded 
f 
on:'dihe:,~':'diagram above the values of Q'. 
The total slope at a joint, say at joint 6, is 
The total discontinuity of slope and the total exciting moment at 
joint 5 are 
e56 - 953 = -16.041@i - 18~223e2 > 
M5 = ~.::26 (197991 + 33 .. 93192 ' 





= -52085 · 
Since this is different from zero, the assumed value of At = 2.20 does not 
CQrxa.espond to a natural frequency. Repeating this procedure for several 
values of 'Az and evaluating 9 in each c,.ase~ the resulting determinant~ the 
curve given in Fig. 33 was obtained. The values of Az corresponding to the 
natural frequencies of the frame are recorded on the figure. 
The next step in th$ solution is the determination of the natural 
frequencies for which f) and g are simultaneously equal to zero. e1 , and e2 1 2 
can. be equal to zero only when bars (1) and·' (2) are stationary as shown in 
Fig. 34a Ii 
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Then, 
Under this condition, bars (3) and (4) can vibrate free'ly only at frequencies 
equal to the natural frequencies of these ba~s for the condition of fixed 
ends. For' bar (.3), these natural frequencies ,are re,presented by values of 
(38a) 
The equivalent values o~ Az are 
(38b) 
For-bar (4), natural frequencies corresponding only to symmetrical modes 
must be considered; these are given by values of 
It • .. (39a) 
which are equivalent to 
.. It is now necessary to asceri;.ain whether or not these frequencies 
aTe natural frequencies of the portion of the frame composed of bars (5), 
(6), (7), and (8). To do this, it is necessary to carry out one cycle of 
the ,basic procedure for each frequency to be investigated. For the pur-
pose of illustration, three different ,frequencies will, be considered in 
detail. 
(a) "2'::: 2.756 (A3 == 4.7.30) • Since none of the values given in 
Eq" (39b) is equal to 2.756 11 bar (4) must be stationary; this means that 
M44 y == 0 ., 
The"~ondi tion of equili bri ron at j oin,ts .3 and 4 requires that 
M34 = .... M35 <-.and M46 ::: -M43 • 
Since, for the A value considered, the deflection of bar (3) is symmetrical 
about its midspan, 
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The joint rotations of th~ frame may now. be expressed in terms 
E I 
, which, for convenience, may' betaken equal'to 1eOO ,2L 2 ,'. Starting 
O~,S~h 2 
i~·&rii~.Fjoint .3 and considering that, 6,3= 0, one may determine tqe rotations of 
j.b~~YS 551 6, and 4 in the usual manner. If Az = 2.756 is a natural frequency, 
, , , 
The data necessary in carrying out these computations are assembled 
in,:,,$he following table and in Figs. 34.b and 340.; 
Hamber 2 5 7 $ 6 
Aj I Az 1.00 'G 97282 10687 10265 007093 
)..; 
J 2~_756. 2~Ol Ly:e65 3.49 1.95 
. ' " , EI In Figo 340 the stiffnesses are expressed in terms of the L of the member 
,E212 to which they refer; while in Fig. 34e they are expressed in terms of -,- I/) 
L2 
The rotation f}5 i,s computed byapplieation of Eq'e (30) to joint 3, while @6 
and G 4 are computed by use of, Eq.. (.31). Since the,;'computed value of e 4 is 
different from zero; Az . = 2$756 does not represent a natural frequency of 
the frame 0 If e 4 were fotmd to be equal ~o zero, it would have been nee-
" ,E212 
essary to investigate also if M46 were equal to -1 0 00 L
Z 
(b) 'Az = 4.576 (-A.3 = 7.853).. In this case also!) bar (4) is ste .... 
tionary, but \6 is equal to +~5 instead of -M3$; In all other respects, 
the"'details of the analysis are simila~ to those of the previous case 0 The 
pertinent computations are given ,in the fOll:0.\{.ing table and in Figs;o 34d 
and 34e .. 
Nembar 2 5 7 S 6 
Aj / Az 1.00 O.72S2 1.6ert 1.265 0.7093 
A" !J 4.-576 3.33 7.72 5.79 3,.25 
:-. 
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the computed val'Q.e of G4 is·· d.ifferent from zero, At = 4.576 does not 
pond to a natural frequency. 
At ::: 3.535 . ( A~ = 4.730). Since none of the values given in 
areJequal to 3.535, bare)~ in Fig. 348 must l¥e stationary in tbis 
This means that bars (5) and (7) are stationar,y also and that joints 
4ii~i:'~i6': 6 remain fixed against rotation. It follows that, if AZ::: .3 .535 is a 
. I , 
frequency; each of the members composing panel 4-6-6 -4 must be 
d:~E'~~le of vibrating tlfeely· with the ends fixed. 
i~1~::':£0r values of 
For bar (6) this is poss-
A~ ::::: ·4.730; 7.853, •••• 
while for bar (8) it is possible for values of 
"8 = 4.730, 10.996, ... ., • 
Tnev,'corresponding A2 values are, respectively 
Az ::::: 6.669, 11.071,' • It 





Sfnee these are different from .3.-535, A2 ::: .3·.5.35 does not correspond to a 
natura). frequency. It is worth noting also that the A% values given in Eqa. 
(4Gb), (41b)t and (39b) are different •. It is, therefore, concluded that~ 
Within the range of the frequencies considered; the :panel f armed by the 
Dl6JJl;oers (4), (6), and (8) cannot vibr~.te freely while the rest· of' the frame 
remains stationary. 
The concluding step in the solution of the problem under considera- i 
. \ 
tion consists of i~vestigating if there are any natural frequencies for which 
the, bars meeting at joint 6 are stationary. 
When bars (5) and (7) are stationary M35 ·= ~5. ;: 0 and joints .3 and 
6:::remain fixed against rotatioll: as shown in Fig • .35a. Excluding the trivial 
c'~rs'e of no vibration, thi.scondi tion can occur only at frequencies equal to 
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tbe natural frequencies of bar (8), assuming that it is: fixed at the ends, 
and of bar (1), assuming that joint 3 is fixed. For bar (8) the first two 
f th~se natural frequencies are represented by the A values given in Eq. o " 
(41). For bar (1) the first two natural frequencies are given by values of 
(42a) 
which are equivalent to 
(42b) 
It remains now to investigate whether these values represent natural fre-
quencies of the frame shov:m in Fig 411 358. Only two frequencies will be eon ..... 
sidered in detail; the others may be handled in a similar manner. 
(a) Az:= 3.739 (AB ::: 4.730). Since none of the values given in 
Eq. (42b) are equal to 3.739, bar (1) cannot vibrate freely in this case; 
consequently, both bars (1) and (3) must remain still and joint 4 must 
remain fixed against rotation as shown in Fig. 350$ If Az= 3.739 represents 
a natural frequency, each member of the frame in this figure must be capable 
of vibrating at the same frequency_ It.has already been shown that this 
r t 
condition is not possible for panel 4-6-6 -4. It remains, therefore, to 
• VI 
ascertal.n whether panel 2-4-4'~2 can vibrate freely. The first two natUral 
frequencies of bars (4) and (2) are represented respectively by values of 
A2 = 3.535, S.21B 
A2 = 3,927, 7.069 
Since the ~2 values for the two bars are unequal, it is concluded also that 
, , 
panel 2-4-4 -2 cannot vibrate freely while the rest of the frame remains 
still. 
(b) A2 = 4.225 (A, = 3.927)~ In this case, bar (8) cannot vibrate 
fl'eely; theZ'efore, bars;:.; (B) and (6) in Fig • .35a are stationary, and the rota-
tion of joint 4 is zero as shown in Fig. 350. This means that each member of 
.. ': 6.3 
the~~e IIhOWJl.!~Fig..3:SC <lIItill't;be!,la~~,1I if i twere fixed at joints .3 and 4. 
The~;'i~ alues f:o~"~hi ~h. t~aqolld~~4~ilC~llbe~e sllzed are dUferent for the 
".' ; .... , ". 
d.tf£!E!l',eJlt me;mbe~et ,eon~~~tleil~ ':'~l!.~ 4 .. 225 doe e not correspoJld to a Jlatura I 
..... ;:~.:.:! ... (... . ·f.:.·· .. ·.:,; ~/.;:' :;.~."" 
f"'et'!u~Ae1e' '. ':' -; .. ~;:.>:';.; .. :::\~,\ .. >: .. ;.: .. :-.. , ~ '" ' ':.~ .. '.. -' .:;': ... 
, Inet1lll!ll~rrf:*~v~~#,.~:\~,/~~'~~$d 'tlUlt'£o1',tMs"'pSrtictilarpro blelll 
, . ;.",' . 
and for the.r~~ge·o:fr.~~,EJ.~eno:$~:~;.~:.~Q:tl~:~CLefedfthezero intercepts of the curve 
in Ff,g. 33 reprelileilt.t~.;(l~llIp~~:~~t.;.fnatur81 frequencies of the frame • 
. ,' L: '. '. • < • ". ~., .:" '. '. • • 
~ '2~mmestf3:' onN§~W:al:ij2del'2t':'llrtta;J;: YiltIat12n· 
The determ11u~~!ok'o:~: :t.h~.naturel frequeno1s1 Corresponding to modes 
of partial vi brstion1s. :.~otas t;~dic)'us '~fJ i tmight appear. from the spaoe devoted 
to its dieouesionin' the· .. prscieding :18'otionst Furthermore, it sho'Lud banoted 
that, for most pi'aOtiOalapjllic~t1o~s,it iuay'be sl1.tlrely unnecess1ary to cal-
oulatethese .natural·.f~equ~nc~:e.". ' .A.-:~·ir~sdy eXPlai:ne~, ~he procedure for 
determining 'these ~tu:r~:1..::f:r:eqt1eJ:l.c$"'I:·consists· of (8) J,.o~imting fJ' number of 
frequencies. ~~d'(i}'~~~~~~~i~~~li;~or ~ot th~se frequenoies are natural 
. :'.: .. : .~. '. frequ$ncies~o£ ". th~ tr.~~~4,{::,··;·tn::lJid,~{t.;t;~~~lprolVlem8, . one is interested in 
determin1ngl1.at~ai'~~~~d~~;,!,~~pr!.~$dw!tb1n specified ranges of frequen-
'~ .' 
oarried oU:a:!t:tlll~e:~1~;~i~f~~~~i~!~ •• e~rrespond always to higher 
natural freqUen6ie$ •. :::T~$·t~t'·j.·":~~:;c~~sid~rat1o~ n~ed . be given to these 
modes, if only thef~dam.ntal'l1S~~.$freqUenoyo!a fremeis to be deter-
:n::~ 1Il::n~::{1::~~lll~zi~.~:t:a:O:::~3:etermined also 
t .' • ..... •••• ..: .......... ': •••• :-~ ••• '''. ,'. 
..... i. : .:: ':>'..,.~ . . 
. ~ .'-: .. :' ~:. '.~ 
.... I.' • 
. '. . .' . 
.. '" -
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~:',::~, Need for Approximate Methods, of Analysis 0 
The method that ha's been described" eve1l though simple botho:th 
p~~ie'iple and in the details of i~s application, lllay, beoome time consuming 
wh~~applie€l to structures coinprisinga v~ry large number of members III For 
v~a~;.".~omplex structures, such as multi-story multi-bay building frames, it 
may desirable to ha'ltJe,a simpler, though less accurate, method of analysis. 
Strictly s~aking,' the dynamic 'response of a member of a framework 
anq,; ... ""JlS a c'onsequence, thenaturalffrequencies' of the structure depend on the 
pr():perties of all the members in the structure. Intuition leads one to ex-
pect, however, that the importance of this influence di~nishes rapidlyL.as 
the distance from the member concerned, increases. For example" the natural 
frequencies of a two-span beam may' vary greatly, depending on whether the 
extreme ends are fixed or hinged; on the other hand, for a multiple-span 
beam the natural frequencies may be almost· independent of the condition of 
restraint ,at the extreme ends. For example, for a uniform beam of two 
equal spanst the fundamental natural' frequency for fixed ends is 56 percent 
higher than the corresponding natural frequency for hinged ends. For a 
uniform beam, of seven equal sp~ns, the fundamental natural frequency for 
f~ed ends is only 6 percent higher than for hinged ends" (The latter value 
was obtained from reference (16) ).1) This ' condition indicates' that it may 
be possible to determine the natural :Frequencies of compli·cated systems by 
, ' 
Considering only a portion of the structure instead of, the entire structure., 
It is believed that an investigation aimed ,at determining the 
Possibilitaes of such an approximate procedure will be most rewarding., The 
procedure described herein. will be of great value in such a study. 
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. -. '. . 
~ gfect ofAxi~l F~~~.es.,Fpoblems :.0£ Instability. 
In the discussion thu~.f~r,·the effect of permanent axial forces on 
. ~ ". . . 
the natural' frequencies· 'of flexural :Vi'pration.hasbeen· omi ttedft This effect, 
\{bich may be quite important' whenl' the~agnitude of the eJrt,ernal force on the 
structure is a sizeablefracti~n' of the .·critical .bucka~gg load, may be taken 
into account by use of'modified ~tiffn~ss.and carry-over factors which in-
clude the influence of the axia~tbrllst~· It is' assumed that the axial loads 
. ,.' .. 
are independent of time and'tbai they ape applied at.the.ends o£ the members~ 
" ..".. . , 
The modified stiffriessesand·earry;....over fa.ctors may be expressed 
. . . .' 
, . . "', . 
conveniently in terms of the . dimensionless 'parameter A . , which was used 
previously, and the r~tio <R/;P~) ,where ~. i~ the aXial compressive or tensile 
force and' P is the fundamental buckling load 0'£' the member assUming its 
",:",0 . . . ',' 
ends to be simply st!-ppor~ed til . 
Algebraic expressions for the dynamic flexural stiffness and the 
. . .". 
dynamic flexural carry-ov~;.fact:ol;" are give~iri Appendix II. Numerical 
values of these two quantities anq ofthei~ product have been computed for·"~· .. 
:b " 
values of A. bet'Weenzero .and 4.:75 at increments of 0.05 and for values of 
PIPo between~4.ia.P and 4.00 at increru:ents 6£ 0.1. It is expected tha~ these 
results will be made ·availt;lbl~·sOOll •. 
For the limiting c'ase ·ofA· ::: O~ the values of stiffness and carry .... 
OVer factorw are those'for an. axially loaded' bar which does not vilprateb' 
Detailed tabulations ~f tpese quantities have' been presented previously by 
James (26), bYf~dqtust'and Kroll (27), andby' Hn and Libove (28) e It 
becomes apparent. that thE}.pJ;9.l?lem qr. elastic inf3ta'bility is a limiting case 
..... ..:. ',' . '. ,". ' 
of the more general prcib1.elU 6f~heVi)~ationor f?tru"tures for which the 
_. ", "'.'1\ .. ' ,':' :; .. ' .... ' .:; , .•.•. #:' ,'. • 
" ::.:)': 
lllernb~rs are subjee·tedt~:.;·:~xiai i9i-6e~:o:':; 
The tImee slope: eque.·t~ •. n~l;r$beenapplied to the investigation of 
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t11,§,,,;~pstability of framev.Torks by Chwalla and Jokiah (29) and by Winter and 
bip,,§ssociates (39)., The procedure described in this report bas the -advantage 
tM.;G:J t can be used to obtain solutions with considerably leSf; Elffort'41 
W;l~rw: (iellera19 
Vo APPLIC4TION OF METHOD TO CONTINUOUS BEAMS 
ON FLEXIBLE SUPPORTS 
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Thus far appli~ati0n of the method has b$~n restricted to continuous 
beams ,Qn rigid supports and to continuous fram.es for which the joint do not 
translate 0 In this chapter, the method is extended to continuous beams on 
flen'l;jle supports" The flexibility of the supports is represented by a set 
, . 
of:.$l1:ltual1y independent deflectional and rotational springs. To start with, 
it is assumed that the stiffnesses of the restraints are independent of the 
vibration frequency «) The asst.IDlptions l!l{acie in the analysis are similar, to 
those made, in the case of continuous beams on rigid supportsb 
The continuous beam considered is shown in Figo 36 •. As in the case 
of eontinuous beams on rigid suppor:ts, consecutive supports are numbered from 
left to rightp starting with 1 at the extreme left end and terminating with 
.& at the extreme right end 4\1 
Figure 37 shows the extreme deflected position of spans j-1 ~nd j of 
a continuous beam undergoing steady-state forced vibrations. The vibrations 
are assumed to be main.tain.ed, by an exei ting moment applied at the extreme 
right end of the be~m. 
The forees acting at the ends of each span and the deflections and 
rotations at the suppo~ts are indicated in their positive directionso In 
addi tion to th.e symbols used previously 9 the symbol S is used to designate 
the deflection of the beam at a support; the stiffness of a deflectional 
spring is·c1enoted by !!, while tha~ of a rotational spring is denoted by ~fJ 




.Also, since no external moment or force acts at the joint, and since the in-
ternal mome'nts and foreesmustbe in equilibrium, 
'Mj = ( Mj)L + (f1j)R ,t R'e· ~r 'J = 0 .. (44) 
p. 
= CV'j)L + (VJ )R + D'8' == 0 (45)' J ' ~ 'J 
The moments and shears acting at th.e ends of a span may be ex-
pressed in terms of the :rotations and deflections of' the ends of the'span. 
For example, the moment or shear ~t the left end of span j may be obtained 
by the addition of the following four com:ronent ~ffects: 
(1) Moment or shear preduced at the left end~ when that end is rotated b.r 
~j without deflection and the right end is held fixed. 
(2) Moment ,or shear produced. at the left end, when that elld is ,held<:,fixe.p; 
~Thile the right end is rotated by @j+l' w;i.thout deflection. 
(3) Moment or shear produced. at the left end 9 when that end is displaced 
qy bj without rotation and right end is, held fix~do 
(4) Moment or shear produced at the left end, when that end is held. fixed 
and the other end is deflected, by 8 j+l without rotati0,ne 
The direct superposition of these effects is justified b.y the fact. that, for 
a given frequency of vibration, the moments and shears are linear functions 
of the distortions It Thus,-
Similarly, 
(Mj)R = KJ,eJ -+ (*K~ejTI + ~ 8j - (fQij OJi-1 
(VjJ R = 1j OJ - (iT)j' OJ+f + GJ'6j + (C;Q)j €!i+1 
(l1jh = Kj~I~/ :-1-, (~K~,-! e}_I, ~:.Qj"1 OJ + ('YQ)j_18J~1 





Substituting Eqse (46a) and (46b) in Eq~ (44) and Egse (47a) and 
(45), one obtains 
fit = (CfQ~'-1 bj-I ,+ (*Klj .. , eJ-1 + (~,';", QJ-I) Sj 
+ (K.J'-I t Rj t Kj) eJ -'(CfQ~' b;fI .,.. (* J<ij ej t I . == 0 J 
1] =-(t 7.1)-1 Oj~1 - (tyQ)j-1 tJj-1 + (7j~1 t 0 -I- TiJ8j 
+ eGg ~ Q.j-/l8J - (tTJj bJtl f ('tG1 ejri == 0 . 
. , 
Ef¥.rluating €)j+l from Eqe' (49) by use of Eqo (~8a), one obtains 
,,['7j(~Qb'-8 + (t T)j-I] <t-r +.['1j (*K~_I + (cyGDJ_,jeJ- J t [ilj~' -7j}5j 
+ ['ljKj - 0] ej -I'L- (rQ~ - (tTh] 6j+1 = a T 
in which " =. (1 Q )j . ~ ~J (te K)j 
Kj = Kj ... t + Rj + KJ j 
't ',,= 0-1 .. + Dj + Tj' J 




Equation (50) expr€rsses the deflection at support j+l in terms of the de .... 
flections and rotations at the two pregeding supportso The rotation at sup.-
Port j+1 m.ay be obtained in terms of the deflection $. 1 and the di'stortions 
-' 'J+ 
at"""su.ppOrts j and j-l from:&q. (48a), which may be rewritten as 
-- -' \. 
(4Bb) 
Equation (50) assures eq~librium of shears, wlllle Eq. (L~8) assures equi~ 
librium of moments for support i.or course, both equations satisfy the con-
ditions of eontintlityo If support j is rigid, Eqe (50.) is satisfied auto-
. . .~ . 
". '. 
lltatically, and ~eed not' be used. 'If," 8 j .... 1::: 8 j= 8 j+:L :::::: 0, that is, when 
three consecutive supports are rigid, then Eq. (48) reduces to Eqo (19a)" 
70. 
The foregoing ~elatiens are applicable to intermediate supports onlye 
For the end supports the following specialized relations must be used. First, 
the boundary conditions for the extreme left support are considered. Four 
different 'eases must be distinguished: 
Case 10 Both Dl and B:t are considered finite or zero in this c~seo Then, the 
equilibrium c®ndi tion for moments at support 1 is 
(51a) 
The corresponding condition for shears is 
o~ (52a) 
Eliminating @z from Eq. (52), one obtains an equation similsr to Eq~ (50), 
From this equatien, E 2 may be determined in terms of" e1 and 51 Vi With <52 
~~}iermi:laed, f)2 also may be computed from Eqe (51a) in terms o:t~:.@l and 81 I) 
Case_y:. Dl is considered infinite (rigid deflectionsl support) and B:r. fi.ni te 
or zero& Then, the equilibrium condition for moments is expressed by the 
eq-u.atien 
(51b) 
th!}a"" is satisfied automatically. 
Gia's;~:p'"IIII) Dl is considered fin! te or zero, but Rr infinite (clamped end}o In 
thl's ease, it is necessary to write only one equilibritml equation for shears8 
(52b) 
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case-IV. ;Both Dl and ~ are considered infinite in this case (f~ed end). 
-
The relation between the moment or shear at the fixed end and the di~tortions 
at the seqond supp®rt are 
f11 . - (1fK)}-ez - (cyQ),OZI 
V, = (<fQ), Bz - (t 7)1 8z . 
(54,) 
(55) 
It shou?-d be noted ~hat :Eqs.. (5.3.), (.Sl'b If (52b ):~. '>~nd'::'(54J :'or (55J~; 
iUV91 116:~ 'Only t~eeL -qnkhOml:: quanti ties 0 
,rhe conditions that m.ust be satisfied at the right end of the beam 
are as follo1fs: 
12!' Case I. 
11:;: :: O<z-, + Rl. ) az + (kK)z-, eZ- 1 - Qz-1 81. + (CV Q)z-,6z-, = 0, .(56.) 
For oa se·Tr o~ 
0;: = 0 , (58) 
Mz = (kz-I + Rz ) Bz + (*K)z-I 61.-1 + (cyQ)Z-1 8z-1 = O.{59) 





~ ."..~tlineof Procedure e 
- e =,0 
. z ; 





The rotation and deflection of the beam at support 1 may be written 
as 
72 
B'J' = e~ t1 + e'" v 
'J J. 
C' s:;' +,r" oj = Uj U. UJ V 
_(64a) 
where, .:g,an~,~ ~r'e dime,n~ionleps parameters which repre$eni:; two of the three 
unknowns in the equations expressing the boundary conditions for the left, end 
r y , " ' 
of the beamo e .. and d:. are, respectively, the rotation and deflection at J-, , J :, " , 
(f ff sti~~O'rtjwhen u = 1&00 arid v = 09-and e~ and. _ 5. are the corresponding rO'ca-
, - ' "J' J ' 
tion and deflection when u ~ 0 and v = lcOO~ Since the natural frequencies 
of a system depend on the relative values of the deflection, any arbitrary 
ampl~tude_consisten~ with the actual boundary condition may be chosen for 
either u or Va 
- .. ~ ~ 
For Case I~ 
For Case IIg 
For Case IIIg 
For Case IVg 
~or convenience, the 
U := -91 = 1 0 00 
°1 ' 
u::: ~L' := 1 0 00 
r 'L 





'and "if = 82 
and 
u ::: Mi E~'~= 1 0 00 and 
r r 
The deta,~,ls of the procedure are,~ 
selected: ' 
10 For some reference span of the beam9 say span_~, assume a value 
of A; this is 'equivalent to assUll1.i.ng a' frequency of vibration 
r W "" . A~ JErIr . C; m; 
20 From ~e (23) compute the .A values for the remaining spans of 
the beamel· 
310 From Table I in Appendix! and the A values computed in the 
previous step, determine the stiffnesses and the product of 
the stiffnesses and the carr.r-over factors for each spano 
L1-6' Identify the parameters ~ and !o 
50 Consider that u = 10'00 arid v, =: O~' ,Progressing from support 
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to support across the beam, determine th~ deflections and rota-
. ! 8! A tions at all supports •. Denote these.QyG and, ~ If necessary, 
evaluate also the unbalanced moment or shear at the e~tre~e ri~ht 
hand support. -y -t Denote this by M· or F GO 
,. - '. s< s 
The distortions of the 
second support are determined from the appropriate expressions . 
given. in Eqsw- .(51) through (55) •. The distortion,s o.f the remail1-
ingsupports are ~valuated by the repeated application to each 
support o~Eq~. (50) and (48b).· 
6. Repeat the preceding step by considering that u = 0 and v ::: le.OO .. 
u n 
Denote the resulting distortions bye: and 0' 0 If necessary, 
d~~termine also the magni tude o~ the unbalanced nloment or shear 
at the exti"eme right hand end. 
..... 11 ..... u 
Denote this by M , orF' .~ 
- . s ' 's 
7'. The actual d~stortionsat a support, say at support j, are 
6j=&j+e]v 
6j =- 6J + 8,)' V (64b) 
.~imilarly the total unbalanced moment or shear at support! is 
f1z H' + -1/ = Mz. V 
·z 
Fz :: F~ + r;'v 
8. .From one of the two equations expressing the; .boundarY condition.5 
for the right end of the beam, determine the unknown parameter ]:e' 
9.' ,Evaluate the second boundary equation. 
, '. 
10. ~epeat steps 1 through 9 for different assumed values of Ar and 
plot the value calculated in step (9) against the assumed values 
of Ar 0 The values of Ar for which the ordinates of the result= 
ing curve are equal to zero represent the natural frequencies 
of the beam. 
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2$. Effect of ¥~::r-J..0us Int~:c~e~~~te Oonstraint~~ 
~ 
The foregoing procedure can be modified re'adl1y to include' concen-
trated rigid masses, concentrated sprung masses, intermediate rigid supports, 
. ,. ... .-.' " , 
flexible supports for which the stiffness depends on the frequency of vib-
. .r. ~ 8' • '" 
r~ition~ ~nd ~ continuous elas:tic subgrade of the ¥inkler type c· For con-
ve~ience:.th~seeffects are discussed separately. 
~B~d .??ncen~ra~ed .Ma.~~§!.§ '!. .{issume. that at station .4. the beam has no de~' 
£+~,ctional SUPPOrt 9 instead it carries a concentrated mass mj as ShO\ID in .Figo. 
3$a. .Assume that the beam undergoes a steady-state forced vibration with a 
.. - ." .:,.. 
frequel1cy (J{). 9 Then for a downward deflection 8. 9 the force exerted on the J '. .. 
beam by the mass is nyu?Jj, downward.. Had the beam been elastically supported 
against deflection ~t that point, the corresponding force would· have been 
.'0.o.J ~ upwards' Thus, the effect of the concentrated mass is e~uivalent to 
th.at of a defleetional spring of stiffness 
( 2 4- mj Erlr D·). :; -m'W = -A -3- .• 
'J eq. 'J r rn L L.:. 
r r r 
(66a). 
~~ the mass is applied at a point on the beam that is supported .PY a de-
.. 
flectional spring of stiffness D" 9 as shown in lfig¢ 380$1 the stiffness of 
. J 
th,e equivalent spring is 
(D') == ;) eq. (66b) 
After the concel1trated mass has been replaced by the equi valer~t 
C1~~ie'ctional spring~ the natural frequencies of the system may be determined 
in the usual manner. It must be ~~ted, however~ that the stiffness of the 
e~~va+ent spring is a function of the assumed frequency of vibration and 
lJttI.$t be evaluated for e8ch cycle of the procedure b 
§pru:qgMasseso Assume that the mass lflj is spring borne as shown 
.38c~ Let S .. be the stiffness of the springo The influence of the 
J 
f1eidbl~ support may be taken into acco1ll1t by replacing the actual mass by 
n equivalent rigid mass of magnitude a ' 
ffj·u/ 
_,,_. -:.1- (67) 
SJ 
The amplification factor '. 1. is determined as follows g Let 8j be the , "I_"liw . 
s· 
deflection' of the mass while :J 6j is'9 8s before, the deflection or the elastic 
arlSof the beamo The forces acting on the mass are the iner~ia force and 
theP$pring reaction; these must be in equ.ilibrium; therefore~ 
mj w2 6j~ . = 'Sj (5jIt_~ OJ) ) 







It should be noted that, for vibration frequencies greater than the 
natural frequency· of the spring borne mass, the amplification factor becomes 
negative, and Eqo(67) results in a negative equivalent mass" 
Rigi~ In~e;r!Uediate~ Consider the beam shown in Figt; J8d for 11hlch 
support 4 is rigid inst,ead. of flexible 0- 'Let the outer supports be flexible" 
The natural frequencies of this beam may be determined by a combination of 
the principles that have been (i'escribed~ .As· usual!) the procedure may. be 
initiated at support 1 by taking 81 :::: 1000., For the portion of .the beam be-
tween suppqrts 1 and 4 the disto~tions at the supports may be expressed as 
t~c,~,1Jlll-of a oonstant term and a term i~volving t as unknown. The magni-
tude of this unknown may be de.termined from the condition that '64 .= 0 0 For 
the portion of the beam between supports 4 and 7, e5 may be selected as the 
new ~Own9 and the distortions at the supports may be computed Qy the re-
peated application of~stJ (50) and (48b) e As usual, the value of e5 may be 
de~ned from one of the two equations describing the boundary condition 
76; 
"~"':itlie right end of the beam.. The natural frequencies are those fre-for "L,' .' __ ' " 
~~~8i~s fo~ w~ch t~~_ s~c?:nd . bo~~ary _~o~d~ t~on . ~s sat~~fi~d ident~~a~ly.c. 
In the applic~tion of this procedure, one must, in general~ change 
.. .., - . _. .... . ~.. - . . -. ,... .' 
teniP§rary un~owns as ~any times as there a;re rigid intermediate supports4/> 
A.brupt changes in the magnitude of the distributed mass or in the 
flexural rigidity within a span may be handled by assuming that the beam is 
supP6rtedby a flexible support of zero stiffness at the point of the dis-, 
oon~1,~pi ty" 
~-El?~r~s ~ving. ~~~,.!, Consider a construction, consisting of a cross beam 
supported on a series of longi~tidinal gird'ers' as shown in Fige 39a" For 
simpliclty's sake, the connections between the beam and the girders are con-
sidered hinged;; It is assumed that the mass of the supports cannot be 
negleoted; consequently, the stiffnesses of the supports are functions of 
the frequency of vibratiane 
The natural frequencies of this system are the same as those of the 
cross beam assuming that it' is ~upported on deflectional springs as shown in 
Fig. 39b" The stiff'hess of each spring is equal to the stiffness of the 
corresponding girder" The stiffness of each girde~ -:' is, ,in. turn, equal to the 
magni tude of .a harmonically varying concentrated force which, when applied 
at~~~,point of intersection oithe girder and the beam, will deflect the 
girder by 'a unit amount ~ ,The magni tUd.e of this force may be calculated in 
tenns""'6f the num.erical values tabulated in ,Table I, .Appendix ~tJ .As an ex-
ampae, consider a girder fixed at both endso For the point of application 
of the force, the conditions of equilibrium and continuity are expressed by 
the" equations 
-, 
(Q z~ Q I ) Wx + (K, + Kz ) ex :; 0 
(T I - TzJwx ,+- (Q2 - Q,) ex' ::: Fx 
wher~th~ subscripts 1 and 2 refer, respectively, to the portions of 'th~ 
girder to the left and the right of the concentrated force, and the sub-
script! refers to the point of application of the forceo From the simul-
taneouS solution of these equations one obtains 
Fx = D = ~.,.. T. _ ( Q z - Q, )2 
Wx 'z k, + 1<2 
For a force at midspan, this equation reduces to 
D!: 'Zt T:J "i . 
The stiffness of a girder with different boundary conditions may be de-
terroined in a similar mannerc 
(68a) 
(68b) 
With the expression for the effective stiffness of the deflectional 
spring available, the natural frequencies of the system may be determin~d in 
the usual manner. It is only ~ecessary to evaluate the stiffness of the 
springs for each ass1lp!ed frequency of vibration and to use this value in 
the calculations1I 
Conti-,rlUOUS Elas.:G,iQ... .. §....uJ?gra~e_.< Consider that the beam is supported along a 
portion of its lengt~ on·a continuous elastic subgrade of the Winkler type, 
as shown in Fig (I .390. ~t.£ be the foundation modulus, defined as the force 
per unit length necessary to compress the foundation by. unit amoun~. The mass 
of the foundation is assumed to be negligible. 
~he natural frequencies of such a system may b~ determined qy the 
same procedure 9 except that the influence' of the elastic foundation lllust be 
taken into ac~ount in evaluating the stiffnesses and the carr.y-over factors 
of the elastically supported spans. 
A vibrating beam which is not suppor,ted by any foundation, is acted 
upon only by distributed inertia forces, the intensity of which is 
mw'lw 
The;tnt~n~~t;v _ of. the reactive forces produced by the 'elastic foundation is 
dw; T?~se forces act opposite to the inertia forces' and, in effect, reduce 
the' 1fitensi ty of the la~ter to 
m{)iw-dw . 
Ud the coefficients of dynamic stiffnesses and the ca~-over factors depend I,Ow, 
- 1[fiJi:J 
solely on the dimensionless parameter A = j IT L ; therefore, the effect of 
the foundation can be taken into account by replacing in this expression the 
quantity mwz by the reduced value of mw1.-d ,. 
If mul-d is positive, A is real, and the various stiffness and 
carry-over factors may be obtained directly from Table I in Appendix A$ If, 
h01{ever, mw1.: - d is negative, A is imaginary and the values of Table I can 
no longer be used. In this cs.se, the expressions for dynamic stiffness and 
dymanic carry-over ~.actors may be obtained from the expressions for static 
stiffness and static carry-over factors of a bar on elastic foundat:ttt;n~ It 
is only necessary to replace in the latter expressions the q~ntitysi by the 
reduced value cf -mu/~': These expressions may be obtained readi1yfroDl sol-
utions given by Het~nyi (.31) e 
. ':Oonsider'no"r:the case for whiph· the. foundar.f,io~·-:.extenas a]Jbng.jther; ".: . 
efitit-e length of the beam as shown in Figo 39d. The modulus of the foundation 
may differ from one span to the other. .Let d. be the foundation mod~us for 
J 
Span j., In 1{hat f01101,';S, it is shown ~hat, if the natural frequencies of 
the system Without the subgrade are known, under certain condttions, the 
natural frequencies of the system ~dth the subgrade may be computed directlyo 
Assume that the beam wi thout subgrade and the beam with the sub-
grade are in a steady~state of vibration. Let w be the circular . vibration 
frequency of the beam without the subgrade and Ws be the frequency of the beam 




FOt';"'~yotherspari J.;' the values for the two cases are 
.. , ~ 
AJ =1iftZ LJ 
(Aj):; =~Z~, (CV t _ iffj) LJ ' 
and if d" d' con~f&nt ) (70) .l I'n,. tn, 
'J 
'(A;-)$ ~ i mJ =;;~ lr LJ~ AJ' )! 
m,.. £0 Ij Lr Ar (,1,)0$ J 
NOl>19 if Ar an,d (At').s are equalz, the nmnerical cailculations involved' in carry-
ing out a cycle of ~he procedure will be identieal for the two systems 0 
Therefore~ if Ar corresponcts to a na.tural frequency of the beam without the 
. 
subgrade 9 then c:1If")s ,dn correspond to "a natural frequency of the beam with 
the subgrade 0 Equa ting Eqs 0 (12~, and ,,(69) 9 one 0 btains ~e ,following rela-. 
tionship between thenatu..!'al frequencies of' th$ tt'lO systems. 
(71) 
T~~"EJUbscript!I deslgnates natural frequenciesC} Equation (71) can be ~ppl~ea: 
to beams having any number of spans and any boundary conditions)) provided that 
the relationship given in Eqa (70) iEl 'satisfieda 
~ ]2etermination. of Modes of Vibmtion<> 




evaluated, the deflection configuration of the, ,span may be,"t,~rmined ' •. bY' , 
jl1lperimposing the following four co:mponentcopfi~atiClns;· ! 
(1) Deflection configuration produceci by the rot~tion of ~he left end 
of ,the span when that end is restrained against deflection, and the 
right end is fixed $' 
(2) Deflection configuration produced by the rotat.ion of the right end 
of the span when that end is restrained against deflection and the 
left end is fixed. 
(.3) D.eflection configUl"ation produced by the deflection of the left end 
of ,the span 'tv-hen that end is restrained against rotation and the 
right end is fixed, and 
(4) Deflection configuration produced by the deflection of ,th~ right 
~nd of the span \fhen that end is restrained against rotation and 
the left end is fixed. 
Effects (1) and (2) can be obtained re'adily by multiplying the end 
rotations by the appropr-1.-atl3 values given i'nTable II, paying p:ro~;r ~tt~n;...' 
tion to ~ign,se~fects (3) and (4) may be calculated fromEq. (B ...... 34) in 
Appendix B. These effec.ts may also be expressed in termso! the quantities 
I . . . 
given in Table I as fallows;. Consider a clamped ended uniform beam; the left 
end of which is displaced by unit amottn~. The deflect~on amplitude ate, point" 
a distance! from the end being displaced; may be o'btained by writing for the 
POlnt"II!;~11e'two equilibrium equations (se~ Egs. 48a and 49), 
(Qz -Q,)Wx + (K,-t-Kz ) ex + (1Q)J =0 ~ 
(~ + T2 ) Wx + (Qz - Q I) ex - (t T) I = 0 . , 
The subscripts 1 and 2 denot~" respectively, the l~ftand the right portions, 
or,~B~beallle~liminating from the first of the foregoing two equations the 
ex' and solving for the, deflection w~, one obta~ns 
81 
(728) 
The deD.ectton at the same point of the beam due to a unit deflection at the 
rig4~end may be obtained from Eq. (72a) by interchanging the subscripts 1 
L 
and 2. When x = 251 this equation reduces to 
vv = )( -.i~ z T, '. (72b) 
Note:·that for A = 0 this equation yields ~, lvhich is, of cours~, the correct 
value for the static deflection at midspan. 
~. Illustrative Exampl~& 
EJeample 7_,,:. In order to illustrate the details of the procedure and 
present a tabular scheme for arranging the computations, we shall calculate 
the first three natural frequencies of the hypothetical continuous beam shown 
in Fig. 40. The dimensions of this beam and the stiffnesses of the rotatiol'l-
a1 and deflectional restraints are Sh01VIl in Fig. 40. The 'ysrious quanti ties 
~re expressed in terms of the physical properties of a reference span r. In 
this particular case, we choose'r ::: 4. ' 
It is convenient to express the stiffnesses and the carry-over 
etf~'ct's for each span in terms of the 1ll and 1: of the reference span r. To 
do this the values obtained from Tabler I in Appendix.Amust be multiplied by 
certain dimensionless factors as f01101-1s: The coefficients qr~ and ~ for 
a sPan 1 must be multiplied by the factor 0(. (Eq. 24). The coefficients 
J 
of g'and .9.9. must be multiplied by 
2 
Ejlj L ~j = E I LT2 (73) 
r r . j-
coefficients of ! and ]! b.1 
82 
(74) 
These relations may be verified readily. 
For the beam considered, the ratio AJ / Ar B,nd the £actors . "0{ ., ~ • 
. J J 
and Qj are evaluated in Table 2A. This table is independent of the fre-
qtt~l;tCY of vibration and i~ computed but once;.; 
Table 2B presents one complete cycle of the procedure for a trial 
value of A..r = Ar = 1.300 This value, shown encircled in the ~ line of Column 
(1), corresponds to a circular frequenoy of vibration w = ~;r:. ',. Columns 
L ' 
(1) through (18) in this table are conveniently filled in the follovnng order: 
(2), (9), (l), (3 and 8), (4 and 7), (10 and 12), (5), (6), (Il), (13), (14)~· 
(15), (16) , (17), and (IS). It should be noted that all quanti ties in Col .... 
unms (2) through (12) are expressed in terms of the .!! €Iud 1 of the ref~rence 
a~~r. The value of ..... 5.7122 in Column (9), whi~h represents the stiffness 
'·')'il'I!::):'''' 
ot ,~1l equivalent deflectionsl spring having' the same effect as the concen-
tI-~~~d lllass ~, is computed from:sq. (66a). The partial distortions 5 r, a f , 
'"8,:~,1}' sna; .. '@t!".:~,are:; evalmlted (iri.;~C61u.mn§~,:,(:(9); )th:ro'Ugh:C~221; t(~Thf! psramelter,.~:;:·':. 
, , 
r~R;~~~erm±ne.d~~,from the 'ccondi tion tha t 
·'!.'i/:'{:j::'.'if;:;:':'; 
~ =-87.57$1 + 3436.36 v = 0 ; L 
whellce, v = '0.9254857 • 
Th~";:t'6'tal distortions at supports 4 and 5 are given in Co1umn~ . (23) and (24). 
The,rnagni tude of the exciting moment 
Under the action of this moment the distortiops at the extreme· left 
are 
\.,-
f1a~"~1 L, instead of B1 , been taken equal to unity, the megni tude of the ex-
, . '~ , 
citing moment would have been 
" 10.12 lIT EI 
M5 = 0.0254857 L = 30/1.1 17 
Sinee M5 is different ,from zero, the assumed value of ~= le30 
doe$ not correspond to a natural frequency. By repeating several such cycles 
of computation for different values of A4 t the curves shown in Fige 41 were 
obtained. The solid' curve in this .figure shows the moment Ms necessary to 
produce a rotation e1 = 1.00, while the dashed curve shows the moment MS 
necessary to produce a deflection 5 1 = 1.ooL. The A intercepts of these,.( 
curves correspond to natural frequencies of vibration. The first three crit-
ical values are 
It should be noted that the distortions 8 and e are obtained as 
small differences between large quantities. It becomes necessary, thererore~ 
to use in the computations a relatively large number of signifieal figures, 
particularly if the higher natUral frequencies of the beam are to be evalu-
ated. It is recommended that oat least, 6 or 7 signific'ant f'igur~s be retained 
throughout the computations., 
TABLE 20 CALCtTLATIONS FOR EXlt.MPLE 7 
TABLE A 
--
(I) (2) (3) (4J~ (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
Inj EjI.~ 4~ L. 2 ':l .1i =:(3) (4) ....span J (4.) (4)--' D) = fn ~ =ffi -ffi F ~-. L \ 6i Ar .. I r. ..... r -\ \j \.2J 'r j 5 J 6.
1 0&60 1000 0 8 880112 --1030 1069 2GS561 007692308 {)e5917160 Otl3501278 1011+415 
') . 
I ... 1~30 Ie.. 50 041964857 Oc60 O§30 O~1296 20500000 4'e16666? . lla574crt O~-57891 
.3 1030 1050 Qe96~.$57 0070 Oe49 Oo-2l"Ol 26JJ~g57 3C!Q61224 6fJ247397 O~b7540 
4=r 1 0 00 1.,00 1 e 00 1*00 111100 IcOD l~OOOOOO 1 ()OOOOOO leOOOOOO 1",0000 
- ------. _._ .. _-------- --------~--~I....--~-----:....----
~ 
TABLE Z. - CALCULATIONS FOR EXAMPLE 7 - CONT,I/SIVEO 
TABLE B 
I (4) (5) (6) (7) (B) (q) ,(/0) (II) (12) (13) . Span (/) (2) (3) 
or Q.l - L~ - Lr rr (-kK)j E~Ir L~ . e - e L3 R Lr K Lr Q.j Erlr Kj E,..lr Ij E,.~r 'lj Support ).. :iTT ~ ET ('VQ)j ErIr Dj ErIr Tj frlr (t T)j E,.1r ~ 'J ErI,.. r r .. r ,. 
= (4)j- (4)j_, =(3)j_I+(2)j+(3~ ==(lO)j-, t (qJj+(lo~ == (7)f(8) 
I IA'1 3.040508 3· 3 qr; 4lG 3· 3'lGtflriJ 3·040508 3,(p41GIG I· SC,583Q 3·00 3.557117 (;.557417 4.4-2G24G 2·325(;(;4 
Z 0·75 0·70 9· QQ2t[-GZ 24-. q]Oq I L/.5344q /3.732'17 25·04084- 5.00sG55 137- 528JCj 141.085GI /3q·3(o002 5.002510 . 
3 0.88 8·55'1/77 18. l711 0 -{P.GSQ81 18. 551G3'1 {B· 1-24-25 4.2'14'105 -5.7/22 73. 57G34 205. JCj233 75.4511'1 4· Z8'17CfZ 
4=r @ 3.Q7ZGG(P 5. 84Q7G& -12:.42133 12·531843 r;.088'lCfS Z.020530 1·50 10. q3(;17 aG·Ollsi /Z.3GCfQ2 I 3·013sG3 
5 0.50 4- f 72C,C,td 00 
([of) (15) O(j,) (17) (/8) O'lJ (20) (21) (2Z) (23) (24) 
Coef. of OJ_, Coef of t3j_1 Coef. of OJ Coef of Bj Coef. of Bjt, Ej+l/ Lr Bjn &j:,1 L (jJ~1 8jlL e· in E'f. (50) in Eq. (50) in Eel- (50) in E'f. (50) in E'f. (50) 'J 
= = = = 
= = = = = [(4)jO'11_,-t- (J.5)jC20~., [- (7)j_l,q~ __ ,- (81_,(Z0J.j_l [(JIf{j (ZJJj_I+ (I5~ (2Z)j_1 [- (7)j-l (zJ).H- (81-1 (UJj_, = -
(l3t (7).i-t (JZJ, (J3~(8lj_t (7~_1 Cl3)jC5J.j - (I[~ (3)j (Glj - (5J.j (I3~J (1)r C/Z)j + (JG~ (I 'I~ + (l1)j (zo~J -' (SJj (I'f)j - (')j (zoJj + ({G)j O!/Jj + (I1Jj (ZZ)j] -(SJj (ZIJj - {G)j (ZZ)j (It'f)j + v(l/~ (ZO)j + v(lZ)j 
.;- (/8Jj + (7)j (I'I)j1"] .;- (8)j +(181 +(1)j (zl)j+I] + (B)j 
/.341505 .3.&74784 4.04-'lQ2Cj 0, /·00 /·00 0 
22.G4347 /f·q.7474 -33·3SQl 47- 111183 -14· OqZQ7 O. QOSq4!O O,172IJG/' 0.33/ B/ 51 - /·3'17380 
l4G.7800 tJG·51'406 -233· qG 15 ' 8(;· 24248 J·S8501 O· 7G I 2135 - O· 8BG'QZ8 3-85531 20· qGq.q 
/30- q733 31·3G721 - 123· 44497 50· !f3G83 5· Q7qG.5 -&.2J754 .,. 27· !(P05 257· 4-4q /0Iq.52. 0·3438 -/.177 




v=~= 87.'5781 L 343G· 3(0 = 0·0254857 [ . ] E1 Ms = 4·4-73 (2.327) + 2.02IC-I.17]) + G.08q(O.Jq.38) L 
- EI I!s = /0./2 T ~ 
VI. ArPLICATIONOJ! ~HOD T,O F~ 
WITHSIDImWAY 
$6 
~he method described, in the preceding qhapter can also be used to 
,de.termine th~ natural frequenc.ie.s of lateral vibration of frames for which 
the joints are free to translate,.' ,T,hough this method can be app~iecl to f'r.aIilee 
;J!:f;)r~i'::):)i' ,. . 
"6r:''''any complexity, it can efficiently be used only tor symmetric~l, single-
""J,;:)"", ,. -. '. • • • 
~~Y" multi-story fra~es. For such frames, the details of application of the 
. '. '" l··. .~" 
p~,9cedure ar~ similar to those for a continuous beam on flE3xibl~ support~~ 
({onsider the ~y.rmnetrical frame' shown in:Fig. 4'2a., Because ot eymmet" \9 
tlf~ end rotations of each girder are algeb~aicallyequa~'" and tb.~ Inidpolnts' ot 
~e~. girders are points of inflection. ,9onsequf3ntly, it is possible to CODs1dtu" 
in the analysis only one half of th~ str.uctur~ ,as shown in ~ig. 42b" In this' 
f~gure, the right ends of the girders can rota'\i~ and slide trE3e,ly in the hori-
zQ,ntal direction bu"b can not deflect in the vertical direetion.~he influence 
oK ~~~se horizontal members may be represented by a set of eoncentrateci ma~se8 
~;~~ concentrated rotational springs, attached at the points of intersection ot· 
l\':;~~~(l{(' . " '. ,: .. ;.~ . : " . '. 
. . 
tR~, horizontal rnembe,rs and the 'main coliunn as shown in .,~~g. 420. The. magnitu4e 
ll:)\'!\~~;;, . .' . . ' . 
Q£,e,ach concentrated mass in ~ig. 420 is equal to the total distributed mass of 
't~~'~""~orre.sponding girdE)r in Fig .. 42b. ~milarly, the st,itfness or each rota~ 
;.,~~~,a~l.spring in ~ig. 420 is equal to, the flexural stif.fnessir~ of the corres-
ing girder in~ig. 421:> • 
. rhe nat~~+ frf3qu~ncies of this s:rstem may be de,te~m1ned,by the 
, that the stiffnesses of the rotational restraints are not constant in 
"'case., but r'ather depend on the frequency of vibration, and must be eval-
for each cycle of the procedure~' 
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VII. EXTENSION OF METHOD TO CONTINUOUS PLATES 
j&."','~ner.?h 
This chapt.er is concerned with the determination of the natural 
frequencies of flexural vibration of rectangular plates l..rhich· are simply 
supported along two opposite edges and which, in one direction, are con-
tinuoUS over rigid supports transverse to the simply supported edges. The 
plate may have any number of panels of arbitrary length. The mass per unit 
of area and the flexural rigidity of the plate may vary from one panel to 
the other, but, in any one pane19 these quanti ties are assumed to remain 
constant. 
The method of analysis is similar to that describ~d in Chapter III 
for the case of continuous beams on rigid supports. The assumptions made in 
the analysis are those embodied in the ordinary flexure theory of medium thick 
plates composed of an elastic, homogeneous, and isotropic material. In add-
ition, it is assumed that the supports can offer no torsional restraint aud 
that no frictional forces or horizontal shearing forces may develop between 
the plate and the supportls4I Throughout t?is disenssio!), -the effects of damp-
ing, rotatol'Y inertia, and shearing deformation are disregard.ed. 
Basis of the Method. ~"~e:i==«J=P- "..,........-i=a 
Figure 4~ shews the type of the .continuous plate considered. The 
coordinat,(3 axes are taken parallel to the edges as shown in Fig. 4$·. The sides 
paralle]. t.o the y..".axis are assumed to be simply supported. All transverse 
eupport,13 are considered to be rigid It Along the extr~me edges the plate may be 
hinged,.1 fixed or subjected to a rotational elastic restraint of constant stiff-
ness. For Simplicity, it will first be assumed that the extreme right edge 
is e:t ther hinged or elastically restrained against rotati0nG A .fixed edge 
8g 
treated separately at the end. 
For the plate shown in Fig. 43, the solution of the differential 
on for transverse vibration of plates reveal~(·tPai.l, during fJ!ee vib-
on,·~ the deflections, rotations, shears, and bending moments along· sections 
ndicular to the simply supported edges are proportional to 
(75) 
s expression'"'N represents a circular natural frequency,! time, and 
width of the plate; n is an integer which designates the number of half-
waves, alternately upward and downward, in the distribution of the de-
on,slope, shear, or bending moment along the plate lddth. Corresponding 
seh value of ~ there is an infinite number of natural frequencies. 
Consider now that the plate undergoes a steady-ststeforced v1b-
Jon, such that the rotation of the plate· at 'the extreme left support is 
D. • n1TX t 
= VI :iJn-- cos W I 
a 
.LV is the circular f~equency of vibration, ~ is t~e same integer used 
(75), and t11 is the maximum amplitude of slope at the left support. 
assumed to have a prescribed finite valueo If supP,?ry 
fixed instead of hinged or elastically restrained,. i31 is equ.al to zero j 
n,ecessary to assume that the bending moment at that support is 
assumed to have a fixed value. In either case, the vibration of the 
plate is presumed to be 'maintained by an exei ting couple applied at the ex-
t~~me :right hand support~. Then, the solution for steady .... state forced vib-
l'~~,~on of' the governing differential equation reveals (a) that the deflections S' 
es~ shears, and bending moments along sections perpendicular to the sim~y 
'$9 
edges are proportional to, and in phase with, the rotation {or 
~ .' 
at the extreme left edge, and (b) that the exciting moment 
expressed as 
= M% sjn nrrx cos wt . 
a 
Obviously, the magnitude of>M depends upon the frequency of vih-
. z 
For a frequency equal to a natural frequency of the plate (W =WN), 
comes equal to zero, but the deflection of the plate remains finite. The 
of the plate, which represents a natural mode of vibration, 
n expressed as 




is a function of the y-coordinate only; its absolute value depends 
assigned to the amplitude of slope {or bending moment) at 
In the discussion thus £ar, it was assumed that the extreme right 
,!?~ppc)rw of the pl~te was ei thar hinged or elastically restrained. If support 
fixed, the criterion for a natural frequency is that ez = 0. 
Details of the Metho~ 
The foregoin.g considerations suggest the following procedure for 
'i.~:,~lculatin,g the natural vibration frequencies of continuous plates having tli'TO 
Hf" • 
edges simply supported. 
10 Assu.me~ha~ the ?lipli tude of slope 0:r- bending moment at thE3 extreme 
left edge of the plate is distrflmted . sinusoidally , and that it has 
a fixed value!il .Since the natural frequencies C?f a system depend only 
~. . 
on the' relative valu~~ <?:f:tpe deflection, any arbitrary amplitude,. 
consistent with the actual boundary .co_ndi tion, may be _chose~~ Fora· 
hinged edge. or ·fo~.~~ .. part:tallY-fixed edg§!, take 
e1(x) ='1.00 sin !l'ES 
. . a 
For a fixed end, ~l = 0; therefore, take 
M1(X) = 1.00 sin B!!.! a. 
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In the application of this procedure, it is necessary to consider 
a specific value of ~ in each case. Let n = n • o 
·Choose a frequency of vibration and determine the rotations of the 
plate over the supports, and from these determine the magnitude of 
the exciting moment at the extreme right edge. (For a fixed edge 
the moment at that edge need not be evaluated). These quantities 
are determined by identically the same procedure that was used for 
continuous beams. The pertinent relations are reviewed in su~ 
sequent paragraphs. 
Repeat the previous step for different frequencies and, from the 
results obtained, plot a curve of·the Variation of the exciting 
moment or of the slope at th~ right edge as a function of the fre-
quency of vibration. If the right edge is hinged or elastically 
restrained, plot the variation'of the exciting moment; then,·the 
natural frequencies are those frequencies for which the exciting 
moment vanishes. If the right end is fixed, establish the variation 
of the' rotation. e.,; the frequencies for which e, vanishes are 
. z· z· 
natural frequencies-
For the natural.frequencies determined in step (3), the deflection 
of the plate along' sections perpendicular to the hinged edges has 
~. half-sine waves. In general, steps (1) to (3) must be repeated 
for as many· values of B as may be necessar,r for a given problem, 
, For a given frequency of vibration, the rotations of the plate over 
and the magnitude of the exciting moment may be determined from 
equatio~s that were used to analyze contin~ous beams on rigid sup-
, namely frOTIl Eqso .(19), (21), and (22). Equation (19) expresses the 
tion of equilibrium and continuity at an interior support.··of a continuous 
, ~relating the rotations of the beam o~er three consecutive supportsc 
tions (21) and (22) express, respectively, the boundary conditions for 
extreme left and the extreme right ends of the beam. 
In the application of these equations to continuous plates, it is 
''(i)iily necessary to interpret t)j as the maximum amplitude of slope along the j-th 
';~ttpport, alld ~L as the maximum amplitude of moment at that support. In add,~ 
. J . 
!r~it, 
'i'tion, it is necessary to replace the stiffness and carry-over factors for 
beams by equivalent quantities for plateso Such quantities are defined in 
::uhe section that follows 0 
~ Elastic9onst~n~ for a Panel of a' Plate & 
Consider a rectangular plate simply supported on three edges and 
fixed on the fourth as shown in Figo 440 Let edge f be subjected to a steady-
. . 
state rotation 'td thout deflection, .such that the magnitude of the rotation is 
given by the relation 
ef (x", t) = 8f sin n;x cos wt 
The amplitude of the moment at edge i necessary to produce this 
rotation is proportional to sinnTIx and may be written as a' 
(76) 
~he. qu~nt~ty ~ is ~ me~~tire of the resistance to steady-state forced rota-
tion of edge! of the plate, when edge g is fixed, and is referred to as 
92 
flexural stiffness tt of edge !:. 
The amplitude of the moment induced at the fixed edge is also 
sinn~ , and may be expressed as 
(77) 
which represents the ratio of the moment at the far fixed 
that at the edge being rotated 9 is· defined as the "dynamic flexural 
factortl I) 
These quantities are strictly analogous to those defined for beams, 
are used in the analysis of plates in identically the samei,vay as 
, the quanti ties for beams are used in the analysis of continuous beams. 
:lm"i~" 
The quantity !.may be expressed as 
(78) 
where N is the flexural rigidity of the plate per<1~i t 'Width and .!2 is its 
~p8n length in. a direction parallel to the simply supported edges 0 The 
. a 
coefficient OK is dimensionless and depends on the ratio :n~ \ and the-di-
mensionless parameter 
),:~ = . b2 / p h w' (79) 
rr2 N 
where f denotes the density and.£. the .thickness of the plateo The carry-
over factor! is dimensionless and depends on the same two quantities as 
the coefficient CKo 
The pertinent analytical expressions for E and ~ are given in 
Appendix B. For A* = O~ that is, when the· plate does not vibrate, the 
values of ! and ~ reduce to those given by Newmark (15)0 
Assume now that the plate is not vibrating but is instead sub-
jected along its simply supported edges to uniformly distributed compress-
t.9.3. . 
(80) 
* it can be shown that the values of E and! of a vibrating plate for 
a * " . " 
valu53s of 'i\) and A are numerically equal ,to the stiffness and carry .... 
factor of an equivalent compressed plate having the same n~ value but 
(81) , 
Numerical values of ~ and ~ for compressed plates have been tab-
~, a' iigp.~ted by W. D. Kroll (32) as a function of nb 'and ~t 0 It should be noted 
that Kroll defines, stiffness as the moment necessary to produce a maximum 
rotation amplitude of 1/4 radian instead of one radian. Consequent~, the 
stiffness values,obtained from Kroll's tables must be multiplied by 4 to 
make them conform to the definition give'll :;Ln this reportc 
As a simple illustration, we shall' determine the dynamic flexural 
stiffness and dynamic flexural carry-over factor for a rectangular plate 
having a ratio of sides alb:::: 005 when n = 1 and, )..' == 4.&00. The equivalent 
value of '!; i 51 
k~qo :::: (16) (002:5) :~4'~OO · 
From page 14 of reference (32) we find' 
whence 
~ = 20-54385 ~ and k::: 0 0126499 9 
, N 
K :::: 10~1754 band k = 0.126499 '., 
,:See'Secti6n-26 of 'Appendix Eo 
+ ... ,", -.. ,'.:"~'" ""-" .. , .. "I' ., • 
Kroll uses the symbols A for n~ , ~ for~. , § for ~, and Q for ~o 
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"'111ustrati ve Exampler> 
, Example 8. This example involves a rectangular plate simply 
along two opposite edges and continuous over five equally spaced 
supports as sho~m by the sketch, in Fige 45. The plate is simply 
rted at the extreme left edge and fixed ,at the extreme right edge. 
panels are squareo It is desired to calculate the first few natural 
ftifJqnencies of this structure (I 
The plate is analyzed in identically' the same manner as the con-
tlnuouS beam considered in Example 1~ In fact the expression for G5 is the', 
~,$lne as tha t for the be am ; 
a ''\~ The carry-over factor !, which depends on the ,parameters ~ and A ,was 
determined from the numerical values reported in reference (32) as described 
in the preceding section. In Fig. 45 95 has been, plotted as a function of 
( '\ NiI)2 (nab _,2 £or values of n = land n == 20 The values of A ) 
corresponding to natural frequencies are recorded on the figure. 
The lowest circular natural frequency forn == 1 is 
The lowest frequency wN for n == 2 is 
W ,,::::2j6.29 7T,2jN.=49.:21 j N. 
NT. ., b 2 f h b 2 ph 
For purposes of comparison9 the corresponding circular natural frequencies 
of a square plate haying (a) all four edges simply supported-and (b). three 
edges simply supported and one fixed are given in the followingft For edge 
condi tioD. (a): 
95 
condi tion (b ) ~ 
been obtained from reference' (.3.3) •. 
VIII SUMMARY 
General§' 
.A. method has been presented in this report for the determination 
undamped natural frequencies and of the corresponding natural modes 
~~,~_~_al vibration of elastic structurese The method has been applied 
ontinuous beams on rigid or flexible supports, to continuous frames 
out.sidesway, to symmetrical single-bay multi-stqry frames for which 
joints are free to translate, and to continuous plates having two op-
edges simply supported. 
The method is a generalization of Holzer's method for calculating 
natural frequencies of torsional vibration of shafts end, like Holze~'s 
has been reduced to a routine scheme of computation which, when 
sufficient number of times, will give the natural frequencies of 
.any desired degree of accuracy. The method is based on the 
exciting couple necessary to maintain a dynamical system in a 
of forced vibration with finite amplitudes becomes equal to 
one of the natural frequencies of the system., 
·Extensive tables of numerical values for the vario~s quantities 
ering in the analysis are presented in Appendix ~ of this report. With 
tables the calculations required in the application of the method to 
t!'~ular problems aX'e simplified greatly. The tabulated values may be 
,,~~'$d also with other' analytical techniques as well as for the analysis of 




NUMERICAL VALUES OF DYNAMIC CARRY-OVER FACTORS, OF COEFFICIENTS 
FOR DYNANIC STlfFNESSES, AND OF TBEIR PRODUCTS FOR A UNIFORM 
BAR UNDERGOING STEADY-BTATE FORGED VIBRATION~ 
.The various quantities are defined in Fige 2, and are tabulated. here as a function'of the dimension-
less parameter 
A=jmwZ L £1 
in which!!!. is the mass per unit of length of the bar; LV is the circular frequency of vilDration; ! is the 
modulus of elasticity of the material in the "bar.; ! is the moment of inertia of the cross section of the bar 
about its centroidal axis; and 1 is the span length of the bar. 
:f 
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for Bars Without Axial Forces 
. ~ General Solution of Fundamental Equation for Vibration of Bars 
·Using. Bernoulli-E1.ller.' s beam theory 9 the differential equation 
. . 
for transverse vibration of a uniform bar which is free from external 
loads is 
where w(x,t) is the deflection of any point of the bar at a time ~9 
m is the mass per unit of length of the bar~and ~ is thefl~xural 
rigidity of its cross sectiono ~he effects of damping, shearing de~ 
formation, and rotatory;"inertia are disregarded .. 
We can let 
(B2) 
where the amplitude of the.motipnY(x) is afUllction of as only, and 
W is the circular frequency of the motion. 
Substi tuting (B2.); in (m); 9 one obtains the following expression 
for determining the function Y (x) g-
(B:3) 
where 1 is the span length of the bar and 
_ ymw2 . 
A- fl' L, 
Primes in Eqo (B.3) indicate differentiations with respect to 2£0 
The solution of Eq. (B3J is 
'Y(x) = c, cosh lA' Z + Cz 'sinh A ~ + Ca COSA ~ +.c4.sin A~ , 
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integration constants 01' 02' c3 ' and 04 must be deterntined.from 
boundary conditions of the particular problem considered o. 
Formulas for Elastic Constants 
Consider the bar shown in Figc B-l~ At x = 0- the bar is fixed, 
f1~1?Ke (~ .·~)n~Ke 
. rx L . ~ 
v=r.yQer-- -:-V=QP 
Figo B-1 
while at x =L it is subjected to a moment 
:fr1(x, t) =' Mcoswt 
producing at that end a steady-state forced rotation 
Q (x,t) = r9coswt . 
With the notation and sign convention given in Section 2, the 
bouniary conditions may be stated as fol1ows~ 
At x = 0 
and at x': L 
0, ='y = 0 ) 





From these bound,ary conditions, one finds the following values for 
integration-constants in Eqc (B5)~ 
f1 L' 
c, = -c.3 = - 2A? E1 
sinhA-sinA 
cosh A sinA - sinh A COSA J 
COShA -COSA 
cosh A .5inA - sinhA C05A - . 
(BIO), 
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The moments M and the reactions X at the ends of the bar are found 
M::: K9 ~ 
K = EI;:II = A cosh)" sin). - sinh A cos)... EI , 
I - cosh A COSA L 
-v ::: Qe ; 
EIYII/ sinh A sinA E1 
Q = - Y' = A
Z 
/- cosh AC05A '0f! . 
M ::: kK®, 
'1q :' L... Y"]x=o.;: 5;'nh A - SinA 
Y"JX= L cosh A sin A - sinh A C05A 
Ylll1 J.x=o 








For a simply. supported beam, the moment at x ~ L may be expressed as 
.. ( 
(B19) 
It can be shown that 
K 1/ = A Z sinh A sin A . 
cosh), sin A - sinh A cos .A (B20) 
Equations (B12), (B16), and (B20) have been presented previously by 
Gaskell (13)0 
Now co.nsider the case in which the right end of the beam is dis-
placed without rotation by 
(B2l) 
as shown in Fig. B2. 
Figo B2 
this case, the boundary conditions may be stated as fol1ows~ 
D=Y==O, . 
f) ::: Y' ::: O. 





conditions, one finds the following values for the integration 
onstants in Eq(J -(B5) .. 
8 cosh A -COSA C1 ;::: -C3 =T' I - cosh A cos A 
(B24) 
=-1.. sinhA + 5in A - -\ Cz c:; -C4 Z j - cosh A C05A 
The moments 11 and the reactions y. at the ends of the bar are found 
be as followsg 
M == aQ8, (B25) 
reS is given by Eq 0' (.B14), and 
(B26) 
T = _ EJ ylII :::: cosh A sinA + sinh A COSA 
6 - I - cosh). COSA (B27) 
M ::: -qQo, (B2S) 
given by Eqe (B18)9 and 
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v = -tTc5 ~ (B29) 
.y"'] : x",o ~inh A + sin.~ 
= " 
cosh A sinA + sinh i\ COSA- (B30) t = Y'"] x=L 
As already remarked, the quantities ~ in Eqs. (B13) and (B25) are equal; 
likewise the quantities q in Eqse (E17) and (B28) are equ~lo . These 
aqua1ities follow from Lord Rayleighns reciprocal relations which~ for 
convenience, are reviewed in Section Id of this Appendixo 
. . . 
It should be stated that numerical values of the trigonometric and 
hyperbolic functions appearing in the numerator and denominator of most 
of the formulas given in this section have been tabulated previously in 
Reference (24) 0 These functions were "tabulated for values of .A be= 
tween zero and 10000 at increments of 00020 The numerical values pre-
seuted in this report have been tabulated at increments of A of 0001" 
Since all quantities were computed on the Electronic Digital Computer, 
there was no need to use the previously tabulated functionso 
~ Formulas ~ Deflections of a Bar Due to Distortions at ~ ~l~ 
ilII 
It is desired to find the deflections of the bars shown in Figse Bl 
and B2e The distortions e and 8 may be introduced ,at either end of the 
bar .. 
First consider the bar shown in Figo Blc Let i denote the distance 
'of any point of the bar from the end being rotatedo Then, if e represents 
the rotation at the left end', the deflection amplitude 
Yx = eeL 9 (B31a) 
and if G represents the rotation at the right end 
(B31b) 
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' .......... '':>T.£.> Q is a dimensi~:nless coefficient dependent on the coordinate i anc!" 
parameter Ao 
substituting the integration constants given in Eqo (1310) intoEg.e 
{B5)., the following expression is found for Q~ 
c = Z:\ (/ - co~h A CO:]A ) -( ~inh)' -sin A] [ cosh (J -~)). - cosO -5)),] 
- [cosh),-cos),][sinh (I-g», - :lin O-s) .. ]} , 
(B32) 
x g =L . (B3.3) 
"I 
Consider no¥ th~ bar shown in Figo B2e . Let x denote the distance of a 
point of th~ bar from the deflecrlied endo Then, for a deflection ampli= 
tude 8 at either end 
y_ = ar 8, 
x 
(B34.) 
where Q I is) a dimensionless coefficient·o 
Substituting the integration constants given in EqOo (B24) into Eq~ 
(B5), the followi;ng expression is found for Q;f g 
i 
c' = z), (J _ co~h)" cos)..) {[COSh A - COSA J[cosh (f -5)1.. - cosO - 5)1] . 
- [sinh A + sin?,][sinh (/-g)).. - sin(J-5),]) (B35) 
d. Rayleigh's Reciprocal Jlelation~ and Principl~ of Influence lJ.:nes 
Rayleigh! s reciprocal relations for dynamics (14) ax'e strictly ana.,.,. 
. logous to Maxwell J s law of reciprocal relations fOl" statics 0 Rayleigh is 
relations may be stateq as follows~ If A and ~ denote two points in a 
given structure, the steady-state forced displacement at A produced by 
a harmonically varying load applied at 12 is equal to the steady=state 
displacement at ~ due to the same load applied at Ae The term dis= 
placement may be interpreted in a general sense as either linear or 
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displacement; similarly; the term load may be interpreted in the 
same general sense as either force .orcouple 0 Couples correspond to 170-
tations while forces correspond to linear displacements~ 
Using Rayleighis reciprocal relationsSt one can proye readily 'that 
also applicable in the case of steady= 
state forced vibrationso The proof is identical to that for the static 
case and is, therefore 9 omitted" According to this principle g ~lhe 
luence line for any dynamic function, ·such as reaction, Shea1"'9 bend'=> 
ing moment, torque, at some point A of a structure due to harmonically 
varying load can be obtained as the deflected sha.pe of the stl"'Uct,utoe d'ue 
small unit displacement 9 linear or angu.lar, introduced fit 
It follows from this principle that the deflection of a fixed ended 
subjected toa unit rotation at one end represents an lnfluence 
line for fixed end moment due to a unit concentrated for(~e on the be~3.1no 
Similarly, the deflection of a beam resulting from a uni t defleG'~ion 
without rotation of one end represents an influence line for fixed end 
shear due to a concentrated unit foroeo 
~~Etl Solution of Governing Differential ~uation 
The differe:o.tial equation for transverse deflection w(X!ft) of' a uni= 




The deflection w(x,t) may be expressed as 
w(x .. t) = Y(x) CDS wt ; (B37) 
where Y(x) is the amplitude of the harmonic motion and ill is its cir= 
cular frequency" 
Substituting Eq" (B37) into EqD (B36) and using the symbols 
7Ti EI 
L2 Po= 
ymw. A= IT L 
. . I \ 
one obtains the following expression for determining'the function Y\XJ3 
y'/l/ - r: ~ y 1/ - ( ~ r Y = 0 . 
The roots of the corresponding characteristic\ equation are 
where 




r· = + ?( 3-4 -To 
Then,~~ the solution of Eq" (B39) becomes 
(B39) 
(B40) 
The integration constants C1 ' 02' 0.3' and c4'I1lu.st be det.ermined from the 
boundary conditions of the particular problem considered.c, 
. . 
be £:ormula~ for Flexural Stiffness and Flexural Carcr-Over FscdjOI' 
Consider a bar, such as that shown in Fig.o B19 fixed at ,x ::: 0 and 
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jected to a periodic moment 
M(x, t) = l-fcoswt 
Assume that the bar is acted upon by tensile end forceso 
The. boundary conditions in this case are the same as those given 
in Eqsv (BS) and (B9)1II For these boundary conditions, one finds the 
allowing values for the integration constants in Eqo (Bll-3) " 
X, sinh <'P - 4> sin ?t 
<P cosh t;p si n X. - ')c sinh 4> cos X. .) 
cosh cP - cos ~ 
The moments at the ends of the bar are found to be as followsg 
(:845) 
K= (B46) 
M :::: kK9, (B47) 
'* = _ YIf]x=o 
Y"]x=L 
sinh l' - ~ sin" 
=~~-----------------------+ cosh cP sin X, - sinh 4> cos '\, 
Now, assume that the bar is subjected to compressive fOl"ceso In 
s case 9 it is 'necessary to replace +P by "",Po Thens; Eqo (B41) is 
changed to Eqo (B42) and vice versao Therefore, the expressions of li 
'and 1£ for a compressive force can be obtained from the corresponding 
for a tensile force simply by interchanging in the latter 
the quanti ties cf and\. " 
.\ 
For the special case in which no axial force is present, cf'" '\= A , 
Eqs. (B46) and (E4e) reduce respectively to Eqso (B12) and (B16)c 
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for Plate 
General Solution 2fFundamental Eguati~ for Vibration of ~lates 
Using the ordinary flexure theory of medium thick plates, the diff= 
erential equation for lateral deflection w(x,y,tJ of a UIliform plate 
which is free from lateral loads is 
(B49) 
where f ::: the ~ensit! of the plate,material, h == the thickness of the 
plate, assumed to be con~tant, and !I.:::: the flexural rigidity of the 
plate" 
The coordinate axes are taken in. the middle plane of the plate 
parallel to the sides of the plateo The origin of the axes is taken at 
the upper left hand corner of tbe plateo 
If "the plate is simply supported along two oppoai te edges (say~ 
I 
, along x = 0 and x == a) the solution 'of Eqa (B49) may be taken in the 
form 
C t) - 1: . nrrx t w X,IY,I -, n 51na C05W , {B50j 
where Y
n 
is a function of the y variable only 0 Substituting this equa= 
tion into Eqo (B49), one obtains the following equation for determining 










Two different oa'ses must' now be considered: 
* (b)2 Case (I)', 'When A:> ,~ 
* 'The particular case in which A= 0 is omittedg 
In the first case two of the roots are real, while the x·ernainir.tg two are 
• imaginary" In the sec-and case all four roots are realc 
First consider Gase (1)6 Using the notation 
f =1Tj A*+(JJfY . (B54) 
and '\ = 7T ) A*- (-~b r (B55) 
the solution of Eqo (B5l) becomes 
(B56) . 
In Case (II) the ~ values in Eq~ (B55) are imaginary and, using' 
the notation 
(B57) 
the solution of Eqb (B51) becomes 
(B5S) 
The integratio!J. constants in Eqs~ (B56) , a,.}~d (B58) must be determ5..ned 
. ,~. 
from. the boundary conditions, of the part,icular problem considex'ed. 
bo- Formulas £<2!: Flexural § .. tiffness an.d Fle:;;yral Carry...(jver Factor 
Consider a rectangular plate simply supported at x = 0 and x == a 
and fixed at y == 041 Let an exei ting moment 
() n7TX M x,t = Main-;- coswt (B59) 
be applied along, thaedge y. == b 
The boundary conditions in this case areg 
at y :::: b 
8 == y == 0 ) 
n 
e == Ii :::: 0 . 
n 





The moment amplitudes at the ends maybe.expressed in terms of the 
rotation amplitude Q as follows g 
At y::: 0 
At y:::: b 
M == KQ 
M ::: kK.Q . 
(B62) 
(B63) 
where Jf and! are respectively,the flexural stiffness and the f'le~al 
carry-over factor~ 
It should be noted that when A*,>(~)2Eqo (B51) for plates is 
similar to Eqa (B39) for bars subjected to fixed axial foreeso And 
since, for the particular case considered, the boundary conditions given 
.(. 
in Eqso (Pho) and (B61) are similar to those glven in Eqse (B8) and (B9}9 
the expressions of ~ and 1£ for a plate panel can be obtained directly 
from the corresponding expressions giv-en in Eqse (:84.6) and (B4-8)o It 
is only necessary to replace in Eqs& (:&+6) and {B48~ the quantities 
cp , \', £!I, , and];; by <f 9 , , Jg:9 and ~,respeetively~ The resuits are 
as follows: 
sinh 'f - ~. sin \. 









fi~ (nb)2 These relations apply to values of /\ >~\ ~e 
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Fo:r;' A¢' < (~)2 the expressions for ~ and 1f are obtained from those 
given in' Eqso (B64) and (B65) ~~ replacing trigonometric functions by 
. (~)'l (~')2. hyperbolic functions and the quantity ?(.. by - "\ The results are~ 
V,,<';""-l\ -' 
. - C¥ ---;-- ~I 
sInh cp - 5t' sinh ~ . 
. ~ == --=:-------------q; - - --
. );i cosh t:f sinh ?(' - sinh 7 cosh 1(V 
'-




Consider a flat plate loaded on two ed.ges parallei' to the Y"""Bxis by 
uniformly distributed compressive forces p 0 AssLuue that no lateral 
x 
load acts on the plate$ 
The differen~ial e.quation for the deflection w{x~y) of the plate is 
(B68) 
For the case in which the loaded edges are simply supported, the 
solution of Eq~ (B68) may be taken in the form 
W(XgV) = Y si~ 9 
.i! n '. a (B69) 
where Y is a function. of y onlyo The unloaded edges may have any con-
n 
dition of restraint~ 
Substitut.ing Eq~ (B69) into EqQ (B68)9 one obtains the follom.ng 
equation for determining the function Y g 
Xl 










Comparing Eqo (mo) with Eqo (B51) it can readily be. shown that if 
(B72) 
the two .equations·will be identicalo Accordinglys the quantities! and 
1£ of a vibrating plate for a given value of ~ and 'Aif:- are numerically 
equal to the corresponding quantities o~ a ~ompressed plate for the same. 
n~ value but for a value of *'= ().*t(:b r. Since tabulated values of 
stiffness· and carry-over factor for compressed plates do exist (s~e 
Reference .32), these values can be used to determine the corresponding 
dynamic quantities. It should be noted~ however 9 that in Reference .32 
stiffness has been defined as the moment necessary to'produce a rota-
tion of a maximum amplitude of a quarter radian rather than one radiano 
Therefore, the stiffness values obtained from Reference 32 m~st be multi-
plied ~ 4 to· make them conform to the definition given in tPis reporto 
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APPENDIX Co ANALYSIS OF~TEADY~STATE FORCED VIBRATIONS· 
General Description of Method of Analysis 
The information presented in this report maybe used also ;t() ana .... 
steady .... stateforced vibration of continupus beams and frames sub-
cted to harmonically varying forces. The forces are ,presumed tohave·tb.~. 
frequency and the same phase angle" The effect of damping· is . neglecte·d~ 
The determination of the steady-state f creed vibration of ·a,·' system· 
simpler problem than the calculation 'of its natural frequencies, 
noe in the former case it is only :q.ecessary 'to go through a 'sing~e.¢ycle; 
f the· trial"";and-error procedure used in the determination of naturalfre ... · 
.An analysis for steady-state forced vibrations can be carried out in· 
ubstantially .the same way as an analysis for static conditions. In eith~r 
analysis involves two basic steps: 
Be Determination of the redundant quantities at the joints or 
of the continuous systemo In general, the redundant quantities 
be moments, rotations, deflections or any combination of these. 
b. Determination of the moments, .. shears,· defle·ct:ions at. pain.ts.·· 
joints or supports 0 The principal· difference be.tween·a static and 
e analysis is that while in·a static analydis moments and shears with-
. ' . 
may be determined by statics from the moments and'·shears· ·at th~ 
member, in a dynamic analysis these effects must. be. computed 
.We shall now outline one of a number of possible procedures for 
these steps. For. illustration, 'We shall;· consid'er the relative.ly 
frame shown in FigoB3 and, for simplicityts'i:fake, snaIl a'6sunietha~'::·' 
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joints of the frame do not lUoveici Joints 1 and 9 are assumed to be 
supported 0 
""R C05 wt " Fz c()Swt 
2'rr--_~_4-r-"_--.!I-__ G __ ......JI,.,...----c ...... 8~~~q 
I 3 5 
Figo B3 
Although this procedurs9 in the form presented herein y is appli= 
continuous open frames onlY9 it can readily be extended to frames 
closed panelsD The details of the procedure are as follows: 
step a" (1) Replace "the concentrated forces by eq1.u valent f:i,.xed 
The magnitude of these moments may be obtained directly from 
able I~ in. Appendix Ao (If the ends of the' loaded members were free to 
aflect9 it would have been necessary to calculate also fixed end shearso 
could have been computed either from Eqo (72) or from Eqo (B,31)o 
{~) For each span compute the quanti ties ~ and !!o" (If the joints 
frame \irare free to translate, it would have been necessary to compute 
Iso the quanti ties £!1 ~9 1:9 and tT 0 ) These" quanti ties are obt,ained ¢iirect-
Ta ble I in Append:bc Ao 
(.3) Assume a slope at support 10 Progressing from joint to 
across the frame in the manner deseribedih the body of this ~eportSl 
the rotations of the joints~ It should be remembered "that in this 
external moment Mo iS 9 in genera1 9 different from zeroo J 
(4) From the rotations determined in the preceding step~ calculate 
of the moment at the extreme right end of the frameo This 
'. ".". 
......... ....: .. 
~, .' 
. i6S":' 
wi'll, in general, be different fro~ the a"t~i-lJlomen:t. at that eI!-9..~'it.':,· 
. tion indioating that the a~sumed slope@lwas in: errqr •. It iSth~rei'()~~ 
to add a correction:' 6onfigurat1'on", 
. ' 
(5·) Disregarding the external Ill-oments ~ .' ffnd: the inflUence. ofa" 
rotation at joint 1 on the di,stortions of the remaining joints.· ,Cal-..-
also the magnitude of the corresponding .moment at' ,the ri(?;ht end •. ·< 
\,:' . 
(6) . Combine the configurations determined in (4) and (5) so~s',to, 
te the unbalanced moment at the right end\p': 
(7) From the rotations determined in (6 ) , . compute the. ~agl1i tU4.e .' .. 
at the joints or supPorts of the frame llsing the relationship' 
is the moment at end .Q of the member ~.. . This concludes . step ',(;1,,' 
step b. Arry desired effect (moment, shear,: deflection,:" etc.) wfth;< .... 
a member oj may be determined by superimposing the following effect~J: 
The effect of the load on a simplysupPbrted member 
The effect of the moment at end .2: 
, :':' 
The effect of the moment at end I 
the ends of the member .deflect, the followingeffeets. must. also .~' added.~ .. ' 
The effect of the deflection at.end .2 
The effect of the deflection at end i 
computed on the assumption that the member is simp1y'~uppor~d'" 
ends e · 
The quantities added may, if. desired, be diff.erent f~om·thoseout-: 
. , . ' , .' 
For example, one may' ~dd .the effect" of t~e. load on a member £iXe~ .8t:.~·;: .....  
the effects of the end' deflection~ ,and' the effects . of 'the enc$:./;.·.,·::. .' .. 
. ~ "; . ' ::,'::': .. ".',: '.:~~: .. :,~~"::.'''' ·,:.i .: .. ~':;;;;." 





facility with which results are computed depends on the information 
the various quantities added~ 
The appropriate expressions for etfects (2) through (5) are given 
. Reference, (24) /) Included in this refe~ence are also tabulated numerical 
in term.s of which these effects can easily be computedo 
appropriate exp:N~ssion for effect (1) is given in the next sectiono 
for Steady=State Deflection of a Simply Supported Uniform Beam 
CarryiBg a Concentrated Foree F~oswt 
The force is assumed to be applied at a distance rL from the left 





quantities for the left and the~ight portions of the beam" The 
~l and x2 are measured from the ends of the beam as shown on 
The derlee,tions wl and ':'W2 may be written as 
r: h '\ X, . h '\ XI '\ X, < '1 X, 7 t 
WI = L CI CDS /\ L + Cz. 5 'in 1\ T + C.3 COS /\ T + CtJ, sin /\ TJ COS W . 
. ~ r;- h '1 ~ - • h "\ X2, - '}, Xz . - . \ h] t 
Wz - L c, COS 1\ L +czsln 1\ T + C, COS/\ T + C4 5./n 1\ L , cos w 
eight integration constants have been evaluated from the four· boundary 
onditions and from the four continuity and equiUbrimn conditions for the 
: of application of the forceo The results areg 
" ~ : . 
. . ........ ~ 
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. (" )~. FL.3' .. _' r~in (/-tf)A . ~..& _ sinhCi- r)'A .. h15LJ ...... ; t 
V\'I ?<I - E I· ZX~ L - sin A sin/\ L sinhA 51n L cos W 
() FL3 I [sin tfA. sin '\ Xz _ .' sinh !fA 5inh. XLz] cos wt 
Wz Xz = O'Z)( sin:A /\ L 5inh'A 
From these equations, expressions for bending moment apd shear can 
obtained readily by differentiationQ 
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FIG. 4 COEFFICIENTS OF THE PRODUCT OF DYNAMIC 
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FIG.7 COEFFICIENTS' OF DYNAMIC ,FLEXURE -- SHEAR 
STIFFNESS.Q FOR A UNIFORM BAR FIXED 
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FIG. 13 DEFLECTED SHAPE OF TWO ADJACENT SPANS· 
OF A CONTINUOUS BEAM ON RIGID SUPPORTS 
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FIG.18 VARIATION OF EXCITING MOMENT· M5 AS A FUNCTION OF >",.J 
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FIG. 20 EFFECTIVE STIFFNESS AT. RIGHT END OF THE BEAM AS A FUNCTION 
OF )." EXAMPLE 2 J-I '.0 o 
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FIG. 21 TYPICAL JOINT OF . A PLANE RIGID 
FRAME.. NO SIDE SWAY 
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FIG.24 POSSIBLE NATURAL IIMODES OF PARTIAL 
VIBRATION •• 
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FIG. 29 TYPICAL CLOSED FRAMES, NO SIDESWAY 
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